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UNDERDEVELOPMENT BY DEVELOPMENT: 
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

IN THE VOLTA RIVER BASIN OF tmANA

AWTRACT

The (Xinetruction of dans has liwreased wiMiin the past 
t w  decactes resultii^ in ctmsequeiraes idiich threaten pécules 
lives in many different «wys. Dm^ite these 
Nn#ever, dams continue to be viewed as v^icles of eronraslc 
growth amt devel(qment in many develt^xed as well as developii^ 
countries. It is usually expected that tl% traiwfer of 
technology and skills which will make pf^sible the use of 
improved agricultural methods, fertilisers, machines aixl seeds 
will benefit the poor either directly or irMlirwtly thereby 
raisir^ overall llvii^ standards.

This study seeks to investigate the transformii^ effTOt 
of technolt^ transfer in the Volta River Basin, Ghana on the 
rural comsunitles who live in the basin to this day. It has 
demoi^trated that the {æ^le are ^nfr^ited by m;re prtAlems 
of underdevelopment, than development. (Hir stiKty has shown 
that the *m>demiration* strategy which was adtprted with the 
intention of developii^ the river basin in 1962 by the then 
Government of Ghana has done more harm than good to the rural 
pwople who live in the area. It is this that leads us to 
conclude that the transfer of technology and strategies of 
develtpxsent smst be pre^ded by careful researdi to determiim 
their aipjlicability before they are adopt#:.

Until tevel^ing c#mtriss are able to ftetermijw which 
tet^mology aiwi skills will help provide solutioim to their 
em)r#xm prxAlems, are able to give increased attention to the 
prevail 1:^ socio-ectuwrnic and cultural coi^iticais in the local 
area atwl make efforts to involve %%uld-be beneficiaries of 
chat^ in the process, program^» designed to eliminate 
poverty will fail short of expectations and development will 
fail.

EbeiMrer Odarlai Atman Oct^Der, 1993.
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n m K MPTCTïo»

1.0 Rn>i»Euæntic M W  - bubssxso g r mss?

The construction of dams has increased within the 
pa£̂1* two decades and has affected the lives of many people as 
well as their environment in several ways, especially so in 
developing countries’. Despite problems such as flooding and 
the destruction of indigenous cultures which result from suc^ 
projects, they are often seen as a basis for progress and 
development in both develop^ and developing countries. It is 
usually expected that with the l^%il prcxiuction of hydro
electric power, imiustrialisatlon will form the basis for 
economic qrcwth and development.

Hydroelectric d a m  have enabled the prWuctlon of cheap 
electricity in many countries. For instance the Aswan dam in 
Egypt has enable: the country to increase its agricultural 
production tbroi^h irrigation. With the local production of 
hydroelectricity other countries including Ghana have been 
able to diversify their export sector aixS ^ a g M  levels of 
lisiustrialisatitMn have b ^ n  made pMsible.

’ Miillip WilliaBS in his introdwtlon to *% e  social and 
tovusiffi ntal Effects of Large Dai» (ed) £. Goldnalth and N. 
Hildyard. 1984: 9,



expectation of many ̂ svernronts that the construction 
of dais would facilitate a transiticHi from agricultural to 
iiuiustrialised economies, hwever, has resulted in the 
destruction of ecosystems and traditional agricultural 
practices. At the same time, the massive financial investment 
idiiüi such projects have required, has reduced the ability ot 
^vettUBenl droision makers to all<XM:te funds for swial 
servies which would directly bet%fit pxwrer s^n^nts of their 
societies.

Apart from the fact that the technology of dam 
construction is often inadequately transferred to developing 
wmntries, such technolj^y also poses many technical problems 
which are yet to be fully investigated. Several dam projects 
in India, for instance, have failed to accomplish their goals 
due to inaccurate engineering calculations^. In some eases, 
the water reservoirs have encountered si 1 tat ion problems which 
affect the smooth operation of turbines and consequently 
r^uce the iife-tis» of the projects*. Other considerations 
such as the effects of ageing structures and the cost of 
decommlssionir^ dams are yet to the addressed. These problems 
lend credence and poig. ancy to Williams' view that "the

 ̂ See generally Kiarat D., "Ihe Zi^ian £xperieiK% with large 
Da^* in Goldsmith and Hildyard {ed} 1984. op. cit.,P201-208.

* S m  also Drurker C., 'Dating the Chico: Hydro Itevelopfî nt 
aikl Tribal Resistance in the Riilippines* in Goldsmith and Hilyard 
(ed} 1984 o p . cit., p304-313.



concept of 'das safety* Is a jwm ptienooMi^'**.
Planning problems havo also b e w  a t^aracteristic of many 

dam projects around the wrld. Eiwirtsittental, health, housli^, 
agricultural aixl other factors are either igwred or 
«uœiderW Moondary as o{^>osed to actual ei^li^ering 
processes in the planning of sucdi proj^d:s. Lavergne, in 
reference to the Amfan 0am, pointed out that **(thej failure 
{of planners] to anticipate factors s u ^  as degradation of tl» 
quality of agricultural land, soil salination, deterloratitHi 
in water quality, coastal erosion and saltwater intrusIwi is 
creating massive problems for Egypt**̂ . Factors which are not 
immediately quantifiable are often discounted by ei^ineers and 
economic planners durii^ the af^raisal sta^s of such 
projects. Thus, their constructIwi is based on a cost-benefit 
analysis within which little consideration has been given to 
social costs.

Lending agencies and sniltinational corporations who 
provide loans to fund dams are usually mrt preparwl to take 
responsibility for the aspects %diich are in «mflict with 
their commercial objectives. This leaves local ^Tvemrœnts 
with the responsibility of providing fumSing for r^ettlemænt 
and th s  sxxzial prc&lems which may remilt from tl» project. In 
many cases, lK»ever, sudt fumto are either limited or

* Williaxmt P., cit., plO
 ̂ Lavergw N., 'The Seven Deadly Slim of EgyfÆ's Aswan Hif^ 

Pern* in coldmgith aiw! Hild^rd (ed) 19S4 op. cit., pl81-lS3.



mmll#ble. Deliberate political ami ecomm ic decisioi^ are 
also re^jofwible for ineffective plannii^ of dam projects. 
ISiere politicians want to get re-el«A^ed, they are in a hurry 
to i:^lament caa^ign promises vithcait allowii^ emniqh to 
assess the full liqwct ami potential of dam projwts before 
instruction. Unfortunately, enviromaental and social co»ts 
are s^ti as oWtacles to development which shcmld W  ignored 
ami attendW to «mly after tlm project has been |nit into 
«^ration. When this happens, the smzial costs of the project 
becmas enormsus and the poor are doubly disadvantaged.

Local p e o p le  who have been practisii^ traditional 
agriculture for several hundreds of years are 
r^piirml to sacrifice their sources of imxame, culture and 
possibly their lives for develi^n^nt, from which they receive 
few benefits, furthermore, they becoræ victims of social 
disruption, d^oralisatitm and in many cases declining living 
stamiards as a result of relocation. A refx>rt from a survey 
conducted by t W  Uimlu College Nature Club on the Narmada 
Valley Project in India concludes, "the prcx^ess w  have 
embarked on is not only ecologically non-sustainable, it is 
socio-cultura1ly destructive. It has increased inequalities 
... broken int^rative social relationshii^ and isolated 
indivi^hials from each other ami frcm nature. m » t  da^gif^, 
msr fixati<m with this 'Western' sradel has meant the imglect 
of all altenmtive fonas of charnue includii^ t is e  f^sslbility 
of de^%l(^lmg a traditicmal tims tmrtmi, ^ologically-mxmd



practices like organic farsing. Is this 

1.1. iB^r a s i n m »  w n m e s

fWdemization theory eserged in the 1950's as a sajor 
fretwork within which to analyse develf^ps»nt eiwl its argu
ments served as a guide to develop^nt for i^ny TOuntries^. 
David McClelland, one of the main proponents of the theory, 
argued that the rise and fall of civilization iras due to 
individual values held by a majority of the people livix^ in 
that particular society. He ^intained that personality 
characteristics a«%uir«l through sroializatioh creates 
opportunities for economic a W  technological progress for the 
rest of the pt^lation^.

On the basis on this assumption, Alex Inkeles formilatW 
a set of attitude {^testions %Aich case to be krxxfn as 'the 
mmdemlty scale'*. This ims u ^ d  in the 1960s aiwi 1970s to 
deteMiine the extent to which merAers of a s^iety were doii^

* Kalpavrish and the Hindu College Mature Club., 'The Marrmtda 
Vfiliey Project: Development or Destruction* in Goldaaith and 
Hildyard (ed) 1984. p224-244.

 ̂ Fagerlind X. ami Saba J., Education and Batlonal 
Develtgasent. 1991, Chapter. 1 pl5.

• Iĥ rClelland D., The Acdtievina Society. Yorit, 1961.

* Xnkel^ A. ai^ ̂ ith D., Becoming ihxtem. Lomton, Beinemawm 
EducatiOT Books, 1974.



«t»t W M  considered The 8»in pranlse, of ̂ Mirse, vas
that modernization was equal to development and therefore no 
society could An/elop until the greater portion of its 
p^qnilatlon «ms seen to be holding axlem values.

This #)ilos<qAy has been the umierlylt^ principle for the 
undertaking of ^ n y  devel(^»^nt projects irK'iudinq 
hydrwlectric daiM which have received national as well as 
intematioi»! fuirfing in *teveloping TOuntrlos.

f^demi eat ion theory is based on the assumption that 
there is a causal relationship between five sets of variables 
naroly, iwdem institutions, modem values, mœiern behaviour, 
s»dern society and economic development, as i Î lust rated Im’Îcjw:

FIGURE 1
Tim CAUSAL REIATÎONSHIP OF H0DE30«lZ.iTION

Modem -----► Modem — tModem--- Wfodom ►Econom ie
Institutions Values Behaviour Society Development

Swirce: % e  Process of Modernization
(based on Inkeles and Smith 1974)

Central to the arguments of the modernists is the concept 
of growth maximisation, and the poor are expect»] to bene! it 
fxtMB the 'trickle âavn* of the results of overall economic 
growth.
Prc^«x%nts of theory of modernisâti<^ saw develfqænt also as 
tte guestim: of increasing grora levels of savings and



investments (both internally and ex^mally) by the privai 
and j^^lic sectors of the economy. Devel{^mmnt econ<mists 
realised, ht^ver, that this vas w t  beii^ achieved in many 
cxxxntfies a%: the li^ct of growth only widmwd the gap 
between the ^>or and rich. The evi<temse for inersMii^ 
unemployment, malnutriticHi, ho&el^snesa and ill-health is 
ovenAelmif^ even today. Provision for r«iucii^ {Mverty axsi 
inequality has therefore been integrate into several natioiwl 
ami international develoj^nt programma.

In recmnt years, it has b e w ^  clear that the argwmnts 
of the modernisation sch<x»X have failW to m ^ t  expectatioiw 
and the need for alternatives a{^>roaches have become 
ne*^ssary. Unfortunately, most dtovel^ssent programmes wntinue 
to concentrate on grwth without adequately a<Mressing the 
issues assTOiated with distributimi. % e  rural «nwunities, 
however, centime to receive spMzific attention through the 
Ixxjation of projects in rural areas to help rWuce 
ui»Bg>loyi»nt as well as prt^raa^» designed to mitigate the 
social costs of development projects. Many of these 
programmes, however, do irat bei»fit the poor segB»nts of the 
society.

The modernization approach to development, like many 
others has eras tn^r critic!^ from writers in mrimis fiel<fo 
of study. First, r^earch in sai^ cotmtriM has yielded 
fliwiings lAich <k> not stqjfwrt t W  tteory. Available evid«*ce, 
d o ^  iwït si^port the argument of a direct causal relatimuAlp



betwamm modem veluw aikl nwdem beAeviwr. People trito 1 ive in 
rural areas in developing countries, for instants, tend to be 
gsfwmlly wnservative and are not affected auch in their 
attitudes a W  values by technolt^ieal Imusvatims^.

the term 'modem* is subjective and say vary 
from country to country. Such variations sake It practically 
impossible to set ̂ ^wralisW criteria by which the term ccntld 
be <^&aracterIsW. Itarkii^ with such a^igucms tersinolc«iy in 
not only suspect but also does not allow qual itativo analynin. 
Third, society usually includes foreign visitors and 
immigrants with professional skills. So far there is no 
evidmx» that such professionals from less-devclof^ countries 
(tdto apparently pt^sess midem skills and values} affmjt the 
structural and economic development of develop»! wuntries tu 
which they either migrate or visit. In the sas» way jkh^I o 
from develc^^ ommtries who visit or migrate to develop 
ccHintries do not change the institutional structures of the 
*less-so<tem* societies in whi<A they live to any signitleant 
levels, if at all. Fourth, advtKMites of the modernisation 
aj^rxMch to development place much ei^jhasis on the 
establishment of 'modem* institutions to accom^xiate change 
and to dir^A the process of towanW economic development. 
IiœtittttiojH» « M h  as banks, credit agemiies, a^iK;ies 
re^xmsible for roads, agriculture, poli<» services, viciai

^ SC» g^mrally, % % k ^ a  £., 'The Failure of ftodem Farming 
in Sisala LaiW, Northern Oiana, 1967-1977* in Human OfganisatiMi 
Vol.39, Ho.3. 1980 p275-279.



velfare, taxmtiw!, and planning to Mattim a fmr
became essential at this stage. In the absence of sud) 
institutions, therefore, the transition from modem behaviour 
to modern society will either not be effective or would not 
take place at all. In developing countries, where in most 
cases these structures for charge are either absent or 
inadequate, the prospects for applying the Bodemitation 
approach to development becomes even aore bleak and 
impractical.

The approach also illicitly considers the society which 
needs to be 'modernized' culturally backward. Apart from the 
fact that this approach is ethnocentric, there has been no 
opportunity for participation by the local people. In fact in 
many cases traditional behaviours, attitudes and culture have 
been seen as obstacles to progress by the advocates of 
BKîdorni ration theory, Development projects are usually 
designed from the headquarters in the city or even in foreign 
countries and imposed on the local people in the name of 
national development.

Finally, the assumption about the final goal of the 
process of modernization, namely economic development, is 
ideologically prejudiced. The theory assumes that for a 
society to be developed it must also become *%st#m"'. This 
is clearly unacceptable. As we will demonstrate in chapter

” The term 'Western* is often used in the 1 itérature in 
reference to non-centra1ly planned developed ecoi%mi#s of the 
world.



foar, failw# of aodornisatiœtioto to award t*%# fMooaoacy 
attention to the factore mentioiMd above, hae to a significant 
extent led to the further impoverishment of the rural poor who 
live in the Volta river basin.

has been pointed out, the wxiemiBation af^rcMch to 
development has failed to achieve its promised goals in many 
countries and therefore, it is imperative that theories and 
strategies of t^rel<^»&ent have to be researched in order to 
dktezmiw how relevant ami aR)l icable they would be to the 
circimstances of adopting countries before they are e^loyod. 
As a challei^ to the modernisation explanation of development 
anl umlsrdevelf^sent, other schools of thought includii^ the 
f^emWicy and ewievelt^^wnt s^iools have emerged. There are 
also development practitioners who advocate what has bccom? 
known as participatory develop^nt. In the sections below, we 
will briefly discuss some of these alternatives.

1.2. ü m M S im C t 7S0BT

% s  depei^ency theory was formilated by ecommists and 
sociologists frwi Latin America and its main advocate was 
Amirs Gumler Frai^'^. This school of thoi^ht emerged as a 
crlti^M of the Bsztoal bemfits idiich trade tetween Latin 
Aasriwn mmmtrias airï tlMir imhmtrial ocHmten»rts 
«g^fwed to brii^ to either partner. Advocates of the

^ Sm  toxitorough I., %eories of Umlerdeveloiment. 1979. p44
10



'dependency* theory aeintain that <M*re (ii^mtrialle^) 
nations henefltW lm*ef^ly frffis world trate at the expeiute of 
their periphery (underdeveIoped) partners whose
undertfevelocrant was only deepening. The antral argument m e  
that sc^io-ectmtnsic d^wndenoy or xwo-oolwiialiw generates 
underdevelopment. In order to reverse the trend, advocates of 
the th^ry argm, c^sintries of t W  Simth had to ad<vt 
Imiustrialisatlon isiwrt substitution, piannti^, state 
intervention and regional integration and cof^ration. These 
and other steps, it was believed would help underdevelogmd 
countries to lessen or break the ties of d^iendency with their 
deveiopml counteriMrts.

Like any other theory, the dependency argujN»itt has c < ^  
under severe criticism Wcause of its failure to construct its 
own theory of development. With regards to import- 
substitution, the theory is challenged by the fact that many 
develc^ing wuntrles including Qwna, have maall internal 
markets and therefore, policies in the direction of import 
substitution industrialisation may not b e Monanically 
advantageous. Since many developing «wntries not develop 
their imn techrwlogy and would have to iiq^rt required 
techm>logy fro® other industrialised countries, they wmild 
suffer a setbadc regarding any policy aimed at '^IWcing*. 
Plannii^f and State intervention in tl» economy does w t  
provide a guarantee for «cpected remits, fhilms skills 
ai^ ktiowlet!^ for effective planning and intervention in tte

11



M o t e n  are available, variotw pr^lem* ef 
efficiency and effectiveness may occur. These and other 
p tc b im iB  have occurred in many countri^ W w r e  plannii^ 
te^ni^tea hai% l%en adt^ed. flmilly, am a result of the 
differwM^Mx in t)% prohli^ aiul priorities idiich confront 
nations of the third world, regional integration an d  

M)cperation is not always seen as being a move in the right 
direction.

Despite the shortenings of the 'dependency* theory, it 
has led to critical questioning of the 'modernisât Ion* 
approach to develt^aent. Development eccwxmimts in m  recognise 

need to analyse particular conditions affecting 
davelopsmnt in iiuSividtial countries in order to identify 
unforseen contradictions which may characterise the process. 
This gives further credence to the ar^ui^nt that 
^neralisations could te dangerous, and thus that dove 1 causent 
has to be considered in a country sproific context. In other 
words, sina* historical, political, socio-economic and other 
^mditions vary frte ecmntry to country, it is prudent that 
each w&mtry's reality be examined intepeixlently, in order to 
dmrive ai^r^uriate solutions to their peculiar probleiœ.

Develc^nmnt has been based on growth ate the exploitâticm 
of enviromtertal bMources; yet not «sell attention has been 
glvw* to the effets of development on tte emfirofmw%t. The 
•cMMHBic ate ̂ ^logicel «rism» of tte last decade (1980 -1990) 
has howemwr led to an iwreated aimrentes of the iiqportam» of

12



tJie «fwlromnt in develop*^*. R w m  on o«m#
layer lUtjpietion, gltAwl warning aiW the groonhouso off^t on 
tbe environment Illustrate this owoem'^. "%# 
'EcWevelf^^nt* school of thmight noognises and take* into 
account the effects of economic grwth on the m r l d ’e 
environment. It is a development jAiloso^y ^ a t  advroatM 
efficient use of tim  natural an d kman remnirM* of societiM 
and cnmmtrle* in a that provic^ for the haaic iwWs of 
the people and at the s a ^  tine, protects the environment.

1.3. onon sram  cmmmaw ni wmwMŒN?

First, tl» questions of equity amt expiai ity in 
distributir^ the benefits fr<m development have b e ^ w  key 
issues in the field of devel^mmnt in rm?ent years. In a 
forward to the Food and ^riculture Organisâtimi ' s Peasant 
Charter, the Secretery-Oenera 1 of the Organisation, Edouard 
Seouma, sums up this concern as follows: *7be rural poor mist 
be given acMss to lami ami water resources, i^rieultural 
lignite amt services, extension and researdi facilities; 
mist be permitted to participate in the design, i^iewntation 
and evaluaticm of rural develc^smt program^» ... . Growth is 
iwcessary tatt not sufficient; it must be Wttrewed by eqai^ 
and, above all, by pec^le*s partioipatimi in  designing, 
implementing and evaluating rural developMnt programmes and

tj Itorld Developmmt Report qi.cit., 1992.
13



Second, the xelationehip between development and eocio- 
political transformation has also b eco m e a concern tor 
devel(^mm$t «rorkere. "Rie w i n  concern Is that if develc^^mcnt 
is to bAMfit the pw»r and disadvantaged in swiety, existing 
sociopolitical arai econtmic structures would either have to 
be dinumtled or transfor^d. It la certain however, that the 
custodians of p w e r  would not relinquish their <^resslve 
status withxmt (xmflict. Thus the question upon which this 
c m w e m  pivots is whether poverty could possibly be eradicated 
without breaking down the s w i a l , political and economic 
structures which create aiui maintain it.

Third, the role of w ^ e n  in develoiM^nt has also received 
insiderable attention within the last decade especially since 
t W  United Nations Decade for W M ^ n  - 197‘>-198&^, The role 
of w t æ n  in development is increasingly Iwlng rec<^niscd and 
the traditional belief that iromen are meant to be hosx^-boutKi 
is fdwir^ii^. As a result, the argument that women must b o  

allmw) TWt only to c^mtribute but participate in mtHirvj 
d ^ i s i o »  whid) affect and rule their lives is beginning to 
gain syi^pathiaers even aiwng male-dominated institutions.

In gwwral terms, we can say that develx^aœnt must be

** TÎ» Peasant#! Oiarter» The Declaration of Prim;iDles and 
Procarme oŷ ActlfflB of the m>rld ccmference of Agrarian Reform and 
Rmral D#Y#l<%»*nt. pAO, R m ,  I98i.

^ See Nuket K>, Briiming In: Nobsmi Issues In
Intematimal Develoggwnt. 1991.
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et^ïrtiiensive «ni that the ralatimmhlp batMsai ^K ial*  
economic, political and human development must be carefully 
worked out.

Develcq:^nt is a cf^lex aixl aw«ti^a slow prc^ess 
involving people aiKi other factors si^j as ^pital, the 
environment, get^raphical location aixJ the iwtural resouMÆ 
ei^ow^nt of the society or c^uvtry. Develt^^»it workers 
therefore, have to work patiently with petals to facilitate 
and support the initiatives that arise from their priorities 
as individuals, groups and communities. This would lead to a 
sustainable form of development emerging from, ami su^Msrted 
by, the would-be beneficiaries themselves. The im^rtance of 
increased involvement by the beneficiaries of development in 
the process can no longer be ignored. This study will 
demonstrate that apart from institutional, envirora»8r*'al, 
financial and other problems which have rendered the strategy 
for rural development in the Volta river basin a failure, 
cultural insensitivity on the part of planners to the 
circumstances of the rural pet^le, as well as their lack of 
involvement, were even tE»re debilitating to the success of the 
project.

1.4. mssxs or tbb mma*

This study is based on the premise that the way in which 
govenu3»nt dec is ion -makers ttofine or ea^lain devel^nent

15



oflontry** gwls «md prieriti«d and
consequently, the knowledge and/or techmjlogy to be e^loyed 
(whether locally or externally acquired) in order to achieve 
thfNW gMls. The main point which this study seeks to prove is 
that techiH>logy transfer will have devastatif^g consequences on 
development it is not preceded by careful research to assess 
its viability and apprt^rlateness. It is the (xmtention of 
this study that the conse<piences of the Volta Basin Project in 
Ghana aixl especially the problem whidi have hai^>ered rural 
development in the Volta River Basin up to this day are, among 
other things, the result of the modernization approach to 
develo^ent which was adopted by the convention People's Party 

govenntœnt in Ghana between 1957 and 1962. In other 
TOrds this investigation seeks to answer the question as to 
whether the s»demization theory approach to development which 
motivated the construction of the Volta Dam has achieved 
development for the rural people who live in the river basin 
as premised by the CPP goven^^nt in 1962. The project was 
IntendKi to precede industrialization and development in Ghana 
as well as li^rove the standards of living a^>ng the rural 
communities livii^ in the River Basin, instead, as we will 
show, the Project has brou^t abmit ^ n y  of the problems with 
fü iità i inxterdevel^a»nt is associated.

An aiulysls of this sort is isg>ortant because technology

^ % e  Ctmventicm Pe^le's Party was elected into power in 1957 
aixi rulMi until it was overthrotm in a military cmtp d'etat in 
1966.

16



transfer, largely asrocieted with medkmiMtiee, a W  Its 
impact on ctevelopsent bas b e « ^  an ii^rtant subject emang 

practitiraiera in development in recent years'^. 
intezti^jeiKfei^a has so basic a ocmtæpt in tto world
today that the tendency for ocnmtriM to acaiuire kiwwledge, 
skills and ideas fnsa the developawnt record of others as well 
as im^rt foreign tec^iological 'l^rdwre' to be able to 
malnbxin their niche or fimi a suitable one In the global 
economy, is increasit^ and will persist. In fact, writers 
believe that new technologies offer developing owmtries a I w  
cost, easy use of technology that is extremely amenable to 
sm«ll ^lale applications which if properly exploitai, will 
enable these (xmintries to m sve out of their ttopeislent statM 
aiKl becoœ truly self-reliant^. It is only lAen cwmtrles, 
especially in the devel^ing world, are able to ^^loy an 
appropriate mix of imports tecfaimlogy with their own 
resources that their devel^aænt efforts will yield expects 
results. Ihe inability of M n y  devel<^ing ccnintries to 
undertake such analysis in order to determine the 
apprc^rlateness of imgwrt^ ^Kâuxïlogy or Icnowlet^e, has 
resulted in the failure of many projects in thwe countriw.

" Blake O. and iWters S., "Mm Politico of Global Balatiam.
1983. Chapter 6.pi46

** Wad A., 'LimltetiMis and Cf^KsrtanitiM. for Develf^ing 
countries of emergit^ Kicro-Eleetrcmic technologies*, 
cited by Cole s. in ‘The Global iB^wct of Information Technology', 
World Development V01.14 Wo.10/11 pl278.
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% .# . ao w M M  o r

Sli%e the c^>let£on of the Volte Lake project in 1965, 
the literature has become atmndant. This work will therefore 
draw extensively mi publisl^d material or work tfhich has 
already been d m w  by various experts in different discipliiws. 
Tbew would be sug^lee^itmi other secxmdary 1 ibrary 
material incl«iing jcmrtuils, govemj^nt and non
government publications and data which are deei^d relevant to 
the issues beii^ discussed.

There are several advantages which accrue from the use o f  

serondary material. As indicated by Lincoln and Guba^, 
secondary material is always available at low oc^t (in ten^ 
of investigative time), often for free. Such material is also 
stable in the sense timt it represents a specific pericxi in 
the past aixi therefore can be analyst and re-analyst in tth 
the present ami the future. )^rt from the fact that secoixlary 
materials constitute a ri<^ source of informatitxi a{^>earing in 
the laz^iuage of the particular pericxi aixl the settii^ within 
%Al*ai t W y  were cra^iled.

Tl^re are of ccxirse disadvantage in the use of such 
material. First, there is the possibility of the lack of 
obj^tivity; it may only represent the biased vi«w of the 
autlxnr. Sii»» cAjectivity is required in ei^ry aca^mic

^  See LifKOln Y. aixi £., Naturalistic Incwirv. 1985,
cited in Burvo Santoso., gpliticaj Challenge to mxstainable 
DevaloTOtent in Indtmasia. 1992, pll
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empilry, thi# OfmXû be a emmre limitatifm. ffi»rawer, tbis 
problem is m>t ixusuraountable. Cautl<m would te «cercised to 
crc^a-check the data with other sources to establlWi 
ocmsistency.

i.«. « « o D O hogxaa. xanxTsmo»

Like any other ettey, this %#ork is twt without 
limitations. First, the analysis is based largely on secomiary 
material. Althcn^h efforts have been made to cross-cAeck their 
accuracy a M  consistency with other sourds, the Information 
available should ideally have bemi verified by primary field 
data. Unfortunately, time and financial constraints did not 
permit such an investigation. Secoi^, most of the research 
material atKl infor^tion which was u s W  for aiwlysis *mre 
fmblisbed in the 1980's or even earlier. It arguable that we 
should have consulted soa» more rwent ̂ iblicatioj» reflectii^ 
any tdiaî fes in coteltlwm in the Volta River Basin. This wmild 
perhaps have altered the «mclusioi» arrival at in this stiuiy.

nevertheless, and despite these limitations, the stWy 
has indicated that this is a liiw of ii^iry worth jmrsuii^ 
and given the information availablSr the coi^lusioa» in this 
tbrais are valid.

% l s  ttesis will be strtœtered aroute five (Aagoters. 
(&apter t%#o will disuse in detail the ^^ning of tte term 
*techiralogy* as has bran used in the literature by various
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writers. The dimeuealon vlll deal with the varia»» «raye in 
«Ait* tachnol^y is transferred as well as some of the reasons 
for which such transfers are made. Terms such as Rural 
I^elopasent, Integrated Rural I^velopeent and some of the 
causes of rural poverty will also be briefly discussed. 
Chapter three presents a review of the work which has already 
been done on the Volta Lake Project by various experts and the 
historical and ideological circumstances which form a 
background to the construction of the Volta Dam. Finally, some 
light will be shed on the expectations as well as the sot̂ lo- 
econonic consequences of the project, chapter four will 
constitute an assessment of the entire project using available 
statistics to determine its overall impact on rural 
develojnnent in the basin. Conclusions and recommandâtione not 
only for further study but also for future policy making would 
be made in Chapter five.

20



G s m n t  a 

TRAKsmt »n> rohki. tm n ia n Ê B s r  

2 .0  rSSOKBIX&iL FRMBROSm

While an analysis of technology transfer and its iî pact 
on rural development is necessary in the case of the Volta 
Lake Project, it is also necessary to provide a framework for 
the use of terms and concepts which would be employed in this 
thesis. This chapter is devoted to this purpose, we will also 
discuss terns such as 'technology*, 'rural develt^enf, 
'integrated rural development*, and consider some of the 
reasons why technology is transferred.

Technology has often been Identified with 'hardware* such 
as machines, tractors, computers and cameras as well as the 
skills which enable one to use such items. Some economists^ 
tend to define techno 1(^ as 'the knowledge and techniques 
with which inputs into the production process are transferred 
into output*. Others are of the pinion that technology is 
'Knowledge* and more importantly, 'knowledge' which enables 
the achievement of desired ends^. Soete refers to technology 
as 'innovations', and argues that individuals and firms do not

20 See eg. Holzman F. ami l^rtes R., The Limits of Pressure. citW 
In Blake and Walters R., op.cit., pl49.

Blake D. and Walters R., op. cit., pl49
Z»



imMdiat#ly «n innovation bocanae of the uncertainty amS
lack of information about new technology^. Emet and 
O'Connor have stated that "technology has to do with certain 
kinds of knowledge whicdi allow the adaptation of Bæans to 
eiuis. It is embodied in machines but also in the brains of 
pef^le, in organizational structures and in behavioural 
patterns which in turn are conditioned by the strategies of 
different social factors ami their patterns on conflict and 
cooperation"” . As a result of this, they caution that In- 
depth case studies at sectorial, product and firm levels arc 
required to identify specific historical contingencies before 
any technolt^ is adopted.

2.1. IB

In this thesis, a broad definition of 'technology* is 
esg>loyed and is in conformity with explanations offered by 
Stewart^* as cited in Meier” . As used in this thesis

^ Soete L., 'International Diffusion of Technology; 
Industrial Development and Technological Leapfrogging* in World 
I^velooaent. 1986. p410.

” Dieter E. and O'Connor D., Technological and global 
(%moetition. The Challenges For Newlv Industrialising Economies. 
1989. p20.

^ Stewart F . , Technology and Underdevelopment. 1977. pl-3. 
This discussion on 'technolt^* and its appropriateness was 
reprinted in Meier 1989.

” Meier G., (ed) Leading Issues in Economic Cfeveloifflent,
1989.



*%chm»logy irtelwtas mtiiods u##d in
activities as well as marketed ones**̂ . It e^races skills 
which are known to a country or unknown but are transferred 
from other countries/societies for the iB#rove^nt of 
agriculture, hygiene, ^dical care, housing and envlnm-iBental 
protection among others.

Technoli^ has also b«an divided into ttro main 
categories, newly, j^ysical technoi^y end social technology. 
Miysical technology constitutes tangible pieces of equipment 
Which are actually used with the aim of achieving certain 
ends. Social technology on the other hand is cooposed of three 
Intangible parts. First, skills and expertise which people 
possess and can use to help achieve required results. Sewnd, 
intellectual ability and the gift of invention which results 
in innovations. This form of technology is usually the result 
of an investment in people's education. This is the reason why 
levels of education in various countries are related to their 
levels of development. Hiird, the institutions, whether at the 
community or State level which enables technology to transform 
the society within which it is used, are part of social 
technology. After all, te<*nology per se is not valuable 
unless it has a transforming effect on society.

The transfer of tetdmology and its ia^ct on dwelopix^ 
countries has l^en of central w n c e m  to many rasear^ers in 
development studies as well as ewnwmics in reowtt yeara. This

& Stewart., op. cit.,
a



bmm iri»otit variais definltimm for th* tera, atkl
deepite the seemingly different opinions there is sgreet^nt 
among writers that 'technology* is more than a product, in 
fact it includes the means to achieve that product or end.

Stewart argues that technology consists of unique 
techniques available to a particular country and those that 
could be acquired thtcugh various means from the rest of the 
world. Technology which is adopted by a cmintry is therefore 
only a part of what is known both to the country and the rest 
of the world. If the technology which is adopted by an 
individual, society or country does not yield the required 
results and is declared inappropriate, it is because an 
inappMpriate selection of techniques which are known and are 
available to the adaptor has been made, or that the volume of 
technology known to the world is inappropriate to the 
adaptor's circumstances or that techniques available to the 
adaptor are inappropriate.

Let us say world technology is represented as:-
*T » {Ta, Tb, Tc, Td,  ..... Tn)

where WT ■ Technology known to the world

Let us assmw again that tecdinol^iy Known to the 
country is represented as;-

CT » (Ta*, Tb*, Tc*, Td*..,. .Tn*)
tdiere CT - Technology known to the country.

»



The uterisXs indicate that mily t^mology Istovn to 
the country and are available are included.

CT ie therefore a subset of NT and is represented as*-
(t ■; ■

The nature of technology, Stewart, maintains, is 
determined by several circumstances for which they are 
designed for instance, weather and climatic conditions, soil 
texture and income levels of the target groups. Technology 
which is actually used would be a selection from that which is 
available to the country (whether it was originally developed 
or acquired from elsewhere in the %forld). Technoloc^ in use is 
represented as:-

UT = (Ta*, Tb*, Tc*, Td*, ..... ...Tn*)
where UT = technolc^y which is actually in use. The 
asterisk indicates that the techniques are known to 
the country and are available.

Techniques which are actually in use would 1^ a subset or 
a selection of those techniques which are known and are 
available to the adaptor.



Finally, technol^y in us© is a subset of technolwjy 
available to the adaptor which is also a subset of the volume 
of technology bwwn to the rest of the world. Hie relationship 
is represented as:-

This could be illustrated diagrammatically, as loi low:.:

FIGURE 7.

USED, COUNTRY AND HORU) TECHNOIOGY

,C; IFshn ,ii Ai

Source: Meier G ., op.cit. p269 
Our definition of technology includes adopting m w  r.ki 1 ir. 

and methods of doing things. These new ways of life may 
involve shifts from traditional to mechanized agriculture, 
replacing mud huts with thatched roofs by cement block houses 
with aluminium rwfs, the introduction of formal/orthodox 
iwdiciw in place of traditional/herbal medicine and 
travelling by ferry instead of walking. These changes in life
style usually associated with modernity, are expected to

H



pr«oe«te an économie devalqpawnt as ths aeteniisatiMi
theorists would have us believe. On the contrary, esrtain ways 
of life may be appropriate only In particular historical, 
socio-economic and cultural circus tances. Technology could be 
said to be the piquet of the particular serial relations in 
which it was developed because social conditions to a 
significant extent determine its development^, Peres opines 
that "since technology is the 'how* and 'what* of production, 
it is in fact very much a social and economic matter"®. She 
maintains that technological decisions are taken in a sM^ific 
Gwio-economic context and those decisions in turn affect that 
context.

Consequently, 'technol^y*, 'knowledge* or strategies of 
development whose application have proved successful in other 
countries, may not necessarily be helpful to others. The lock 
oi research into local problems by indigenous researchers to 
determine the appropriateness of imported technology in many 
developing countries, leave decision makers with no 
alternatives but to adopt technology with a) high capital 
intensity, b} high degrees of skill mix which is usually not 
available, and c) high dependence on imported raw materials

Kaplinsky R., 'Electronics Based Aut%ati«i T^inologies 
and the Onset of Systemofacture: Implications for Third 
World Industrialization', in World Develocment Vol.13. Bo.3,1985. 

1-4 39.
® Perez c., 'Micro-Electronics, Long Waves and World 

Structural New Nr^g»ctives for Oevel^ii^r
Countries,* in World Develoozwnt. Vol.13(3), 1985.p441-483
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rwidTiftg iR*pp^opriate^. It Is Important
that caution is exercised before borrowing or adopting 
technol^y from other countries. This would, hopefully, help 
avoid the failure which has plagued many development proieets 
in developing countries.

Many of the writings on technology transtor .tml 
especially the selection of techniques in developing countrifr. 
seem to share the view that such technology is * inappropriate* 
for their environment, socio-economic nrodn or for ovmull 
development efforts. More often than not, conelusions 
regarding the appropriateness of tcchnolcMjy in dfvc^hipimi 
countries have been reached on the ixisis of roj.it ivt* 
(I^ysical) factors rather than on profitability or oven the 
social cost of the choice of technology. Meier observes that, 
"although these studies indicate a wide potential choice in  

both primary and secondary production operation;*, and 
alternative commodity specifications, the i.ict remain;-, that 
the selections actually made in developing countr it*;-, r.t i i t 
appear to be 'inappropriate'... . It jr. therefore neoesr.iry to 
analyze why the problem of inappropriate technology pf*r:-, 
and what policy measures might be undertaken to overcome the 
obstacles to the use of appropriate technology"^. Krom the 
al»ve discussion it must be noted that anything whether a

^  Ahiakpor J.W., 'Do Firms choose Inappropriate Technolœjy 
in LIXT's', in Economic ttevelopacnt and Cultural Change, 1989. p',98.

Ibid p557.
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piece of equipment or knowledge which enables the user to 
achieve an end or which is employed with the intention of 
achieving a goal could be considered as some form
of'technology'. It is in order at this point to briefly deal 
with some of the reasons for which technology is transferred.

a * .  18 TBcam>iAoy t s m » f s ] » e s ?

Technology is said to be transferred when knowlWge
relating to the transformation of inputs into outputs is 
acquired by entities (such as firms, research institutions and 
government agencies) within a country, society or community 
from elsewhere. International trade and inter-dependence has 
Bade this process a common phenomenon and it occurs between 
developed as well as between developed and developing
countries through licences and patents, supplies of machinery 
and equipment, exchanges between scientific institutions of 
different countries, consulting and engineering services, aid 
packages and by students studying abroad. While technology 
* lows take many forms, they are mainly linked to foreign 
investment in overseas countries. Foreign investment includes 
capital investment through subsidiaries and joint ventures as 
well as non-capital investments such as patent rights and 
1icensing.

As noted earlier technolc^y reflects the particular
conditions within which it is developed a W  that is why



eautim should te sxerclsod in foreign tcchnolt^.
There is an emerging view in the literature, however, that the 
transfer of technology has some advantages. It has been argued 
that the costs of research and the development of technolcgy 
to the adopting country are reduced or eliminated. Especially 
in cases where the adopting country cannot afford these costs, 
it makes economic sense to acquire such equipment or Knowledge 
from elsevdtere. Lewis writes, "it is not necessary to be a 
pioneer in order to have a large export trade. It is 
sufficient to be a quick imitator. Britain would have done 
well enough if she merely imitated German and American 
innovations. Japan, Belgium and Switzerland owe more of their 
success as exporters of manufactures to imitation than they do 
to innovation"*’.

Technology could also be transferred by copying 
techniques used by other countries. Japan, for instance, 
copied a significant portion of its technology from HolJaml 
and the former West Germany. This was achieved by purchasing 
equipment from those countries and then having engineers 
dismantle them to learn how they were manufactured. It is also 
possible for mechanical engineers and technicians to learn 
about various equipments by merely repairing them over a long 
period of time. It becomes possible, then, after a while, to 
devel<^ proto-types of such equipment and improve upon them

Lewis H.A., 'International Competition in Manufactures’ 
quoted in Franssan M., Technoloov and Economic envelopment. 1986. 
^6.
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over time.
Whatever the pros and cons of technology transfer, there 

is evidence that it leads to depejwiency prodaleas ranging from 
'brain drain* to the loss of scarce resources as veil as the 
involuntary acquisition of foreign noias, structures, cultural 
values and strategies of development.

These methwis, skills and 'knowledge' {which we prefer to 
call 'technology'} are transferred by governments (for various 
political and economic reasons), Trans-National Corporations 
{TOC's), as well as Small and Medium Enterprises (SMS's), 
especially to developing countries through Wie establIslment 
of local industries, distribution outlets emd training 
facilities for commercial purposes®*. It has been estimate 
that Transnational Corporations account for between 60% - 70% 
of technology traded and a large portion of this figure is 
exported to the developing countries. A large portion of these 
flows originate from parent companies through their 
subsidiaries - the latter either partially or totally owned by 
the former. Small and medium sized enterprises in developing 
countries, usually employing fewer than 500 people and 
representing over 90% of such enterprises are also responsible 
for transferring technology in countries within wfaitdi they 
operate. This is not surprisii^ takii^ into account the fact

Herbolzheimer E. aiui Ouane R., 'The Transfer of Technology 
to Developing Countries by Small and Medium Sized Enterprises of 
Developed Countries', in Trade,and Pevel<«ment. An UNCTAD Review No,6, 1985.
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that 5*Ea npresent between 19% to 30% of all subsidiaries of 
European enterprises operating in Brazil, Mexico, Peru and 
Venezuela^ for instance.

Having dealt with the varied eiqjlanations for the term 
*te<dinol<^*, my definition of the term in this thesis is 
further clarified. Although, various pieces of e<^ipi»nt aixl 
machinery, materials and skills (which in themselves 
constitute technology) were is^rted to undertake the 
construction of the Volta Dam per se, they do not form p.»rt of 
the analysis to be undertaken. The main form of technology 
being considered are the 'new methods' of production which 
were necessitated by the implementation of the Volta River 
Project and which were expected to facilitate economic growth 
and development not only in the Volta river basin but also in 
the nation as a whole.

It is appropriate at this point to explain how terms such 
as 'Rural' and 'Development' are used in this study.

2 . 2 . 0  w n m m  ' r d h a l  d s t e l o f i^ t ' .

Rural areas, especially those in the developing world, 
are characterised by impoverished people who engage in 
agricultural occupations^. While it is true that most rural

^ Dieter E. aiuJ O'Connor D., c^.cit.
** See Dixon c., Rural Development and the %lrd World. 

Routledge, 1990. Oiapter 1



people are pwr, many of them not mOToearily be involved 
in agriculture. Some rural people are engaged in the rural 
industrial sector, own vast {wrtiona of land, and others offer 
their labour to prosperous coe^anies for cash, thus having 
life-styles similar to that of urban dwellSM. It is 
difficult, therefore, to draw a fine line between rural and 
urban areas based only on wealth and life-style. In many 
cases, the definition is a matter of geographical location 
rather than other factors. In this work, the term 'rural’ has 
been used to describe the 52 settlements which wer^ 
established for the resettlers affect») by the construction of 
the Volta Dam (see figure 4).

2.3.1 ZJEFIAZSXS8 smuu. FOVEIdnr
Majority of the world's poor live in rural and semi- 

urban areas, and therefore in re^nt years, a lot of 
attention has been devoted to the question of 'Rural Poverty’ 
and its causes. Rural poverty has b ^ n  explained as being the 
result of inadequate land holding ^ r  person, 
inadequate per capita annual earnings, poor nmthods of farmii^ 
am) production used by rural dwellers. Though these factors 
are helpful in explaining the predicament of the rural p ^ r  
they only provide a limited view of the problem.

Chambers^ provides a detailed analysis of s o ^  of the

^ See OwBÉïers R., Rural Develooment: Putting the Last First.
1983-
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ways in which limits access tc political power results in a 
poor bargaining pwer (on the part of the poor) when dealing 
with wealthy landowners, merchants, landlords, i^ney lenders 
and even the state. The poor then bec^e not only vulnerable 
but also isolated from the rest of the society. He argues that 
these characteristics are re-enforced by ill-health, 
malnutrition and an unending pxe-TCcupation with the ability 
to survive (see table l).

Researchers who have tried to explain the causes of rural 
poverty have so far done so from two main perspectives. First, 
there are those who attribute poverty among rural cOBmsunities 
to broad physical and environmental factors and secondly, 
there are th(»e who are convinced that rural poverty has 
causes which are external to the rural sector itself. This is 
the subject of an ongoing debate between the Political Economy 
and Physical/Ecology schools of thought.

2.2.2 SOUTIChL SCOHOMY VIEW OP MTEMi POVSREY

Ihe scxrlo-economlc approach to explainii^ the causes of 
poverty in rural areas has been referred to as the Political 
Economy view. Proponents of this view explain rural poverty in 
terms of the distribution of wealth and po%%r within the rural 
community. At the centre of their analysis is the argument 
that the processes lAether international or natitmal, which 
sake it possible for power and resources to be concentrated in



Tabla l

«am essaoB fn siB ttcB or rovsurr

Landless Low life expectancy

Too little land Large families

Lack of tramport facilities Deforestation

Malnutrition Oiild labour

Lack of adequate tools Low income due to low producer 
prices

1 Ill-health Irregular income

1 Drought/Floods Weak bargaining position

1 Illiteracy Poor housing facilities

Poor sanitation Pre-occupied with survival

High infant mortality rate Indebtedness

Unffisployment Low productivity

the hands of a few local patrie give rise to rural poverty* 
The predicament of the rural p*x)r is thus viewed as tied into 
the national and international unequal economic system* For 
iiuatance, a fall in world market pric^ of agricultural 
products alzwst invariably reduces the ability of national 
governments to pay higher producer prices to farmers, and



consequently, national pricw fall as a rasult of axcsss 
supply. In such i^riods of tucâ>lii^ prices, fanwrs, who for 
the most part live in the rural areas are conftinted with the 
choice of acc^tinq low prices for their produM or the loss 
of their harvest due to poor storage facilities.

Since poor families are almost always uMer pressure from 
local money lenders to repay loans and rent for land use, and 
since they are also in need of money to meet daily expenses, 
they have no choice but to sell their produce at less than 
expected prices. As a result of this experience agricultural 
inputs such as tractors, fertilizers, high-yielding seeds and 
pesticides accrue to the wealthier farmers and powerful 
absentee farmers, thus widening the gap between the rich and 
poor.

Furthermore, the political economists maintain that 
factors such as neo-colonialism and its legacies, 
inappropriate school curricula, lack of awareness, dependency 
thinking, division of labour, political instability, 
sectarianism, lack of political education and lack of 
democratic decision-making are asoi^ the causes of poverty. 
Unfair intra-and international trade, central marketing and 
external d ^ t  have also been biased for rural poverty.

a.3.3 THE PHYSICM/ICOLOSZaa. VXB* Of WBSOiL POVERTX

The relatltmWfip between rural poverty ami the
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•nvlttiimnt has been d w m w n t e d  extexslvely^. This is 
supported by the fact that some of the most impoverished rural 
ooammitiea in the world live in the desert aiwl auntntainous 
regions of Africa and Asia. The t^ysical/ecological school of 
thought blai^s the causes of poverty on factors such as poor 
soils, unreliable rainfall, lack of surface water, lack of 
natural resource, overgrazing, deforestation and erosion^\

There Is evidence to substantiate this argmœnt but then 
no generalizations can be made regarding this phenomenon 
because there are poor communities occupying the si It-rich 
deltas of the Ganges and Brahmaputra rivers in Asia, and on 
the volcanic soils of Java in Indonesia, Whether f^ople live 
in a resource rich or poor environment, population size, 
meth<^s of farming, diseases and local depletion ol the 
ecosystem could also contribute to rural poverty. It is clear 
from this study that the construction of the Volta Dam has not 
only perpetuated conditions of poverty but also maintained 
those conditions in the river basin.

S . 3 . 0 .  m  HATOBB OF RDBAL SSF Z L O R IS lfT

The concept of %velopment has been defined in several 
ways by many writers but a compendium of the various

^ See generally World Develooront Report. 1992 
^ sme Burkey S., People First: A guide to Self-Reliant. 

Participatory Rural Develomnent. 1993.



explafwtiw*» is not intsndsd ksrs*. Suffics it to say that 
there is consensus asor^ develcq^nt practiticmers that 
"development" has to do with improvements in living conditions 
of people. It is our opiniwi that Devel<^>ment must also 
entail efforts which will enable the supposed beneficiaries to 
better understand their local socio-economic ami political 
processes and enhance their t^ipetence to solve their own 
peculiar problems. Develo^iœnt efforts must also make possible 
the expansion of personal skills and enable a grater control 
o f economic resources by the local people, restore their 
dignity and self-respect and make it possible for them to deal 
with other social groups on the basis of mutual trust and 
respect®’.

The United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation (UNESCO), defines the goals of development to be 
"not to develop things but to develop Ipeople], Development 
must be aimed at the spiritual, moral and material advancement 
of the whole human being, both as a member of society and frw) 
the point of view of individual fulfil^nt""*®.

In general rural developiænt could be said to be the 
process by which both government and the various rural

See generally, Charles Wilber and Kenneth Jameson., 
Paradigms of Economic Devel^ment and Beyond, in Directions In 
Economie Development. University of Notre Daiw press 1975. pl-41.

®’ iNiaram Ghai., Partieioatorv Developawmt^. ^oae___________
perspective# , unitedNations Research Institute for Social Development (IHfRISD), 1988.

See United Nations Environmental Data Report. Oxford, 1987,
S9



cawMnitiM bmrR### and available raamifwa a M
technology towards leprovit^ the quality of life of rural 
people %)ho in many developing countries, includii^ Ghana, live 
in conditions of poverty. These improvements in living 
standards should be reflected in measurable indicators such as 
income, access to education (both formal and non-forma1) and 
health facilities, nutrition, environ^ntal protection, 
housing as w l l  as the extent to which the poor are involved 
in decisions which affect their day to day lives. Appreciable 
levels in such indicators reflect the develop-mont within the 
rural society. According to the World Bank, «Rural hoveloprot'nt 
is a strategy designed to improve the economic and social 1 ile 
of a group of petals - the rural poor, it involves extending 
the benefits of development to the poorest among those seeking 
a livelihood in the rural areas«^\ The stage of a country's 
economic development, depends on attitudes of the rural 
community as well as the sincerity, skill and knowledge of 
planners at all levels. These factors will contribute in a 
significant way to achieve rural development goals as we}] as 
national economic develops^nt.

Rural devel(^ment has t^come more broad-based and 
programmes are less f<xn*sed on agriculture, althcHtgh some 
critics argue that programme are often more integrated only 
in name, Hiis broad-based multi-purpose pattern in which Rural

see itorld Develoiment Report.. World Bank, *%shington DC,
1985.

*9



Davst^pmnt programme# *mv# baem 4*#ignW 1# rafarrad to a#
Integrated Rural Development (IRD). Wa now briefly caneidar 
the latter.

a 4 RBBM, DrabOVRSIfT

Ute term ' integrated Rural Develop^nt* (IRD) hae no 
sir^le definition. cWian*^ explain# that *syat«» analysi#* 
which was propounded in the 1960s contributed significantly to 
the tendency for Rural Develop^nt to be viewed from a broad 
perspective. Mosher*^, for instance was influential in 
promoting the view that Agriculture and Rural Development 
involve the systematic interaction of numerous activities and 
that those activities had to be carefully designed and planned 
if economic growth and iiwreasAi quality of life would be 
achieved. Bas^ on this premise^ Mosher outlined five 
comfwnents for increased agricultural production. These are, 
the provision of ^rkets for farm prWucts, a constantly 
improving technology base to enable adaptability to changing 
conditions, local availability of supplies and equip^nt, 
improvif^ and expanding agricultural land to keep up with 
increasii^ demand and national planning for agri«%ltural

^ See Cohen M., Integrated Rural Devel<M«santt Tha gthionian 
ExpgriencM and the Delate. 1987.

^ See Mosher A., Getting Agriculture Moving. 19*6. See also
greatlaa a .Prflgcstti^ Stual Stractttrt £& ttxxi a KgdrnAgriQilture. 19*9.
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In his vlev all these components v e r e  necessary 
to yield econfflsic growth and improve the living conditions of 
the rural sector whose livelihood depended, invariably, on 
agricultural production.

In order to make an effective link between theoe 
CGsgjonents, however, the plan for Rural DoveiopR^nt, Hoshor 
argued, must include agricultural research, extension 
services, credit facilities to farmers, creation ot market 
linkages and roads. Other non-agricultural but production 
related activities such as rural public works, local 
administrative units, educational and health facilities wi>re 
also necessary.

The analysis provided by Mosher was given credence by a 
change in economic development theory which occurred in the 
1960s. During this period, there evolved the increasing belief 
that for developii^ countries, agricultural exports could be 
a major engine of growth**, small-scale farmers were seen as 
the group who could play a major role in agriculture-led 
development. This was the basis for much of the agriculture- 
led development advise which Sir Arthur Lewis gave to Ghana's 
CPP goverrownt after the country had become independent.

It became evident in the mid-1960s that developing 
countries could not compete on the world market and that their

** Rittan V., 'Integrated Rural Develofufient Programmes. A 
Historical Perspective*, in World Develooaent. XXI (4), 1984 p393- 
401. See Also Siffrin J., Administrative Prtri&leas and Integrated 
Ptfgal DavglgpffiOTt/ i9?9, pi.



small domestic markets could not attract industry due to 
overall poverty. Without markets, industry otmld not expand
and without expansion of industry only a few jobs could be 
created. By the late 1960s, there was much emphasis on rural 
development and the possibility of producing food not only for 
increasing populations but also for improving inc^e levels of 
rural people in order to help generate demand for industrial 
products. This rural-ied development strategy was accelerated 
by the development of high yielding varieties of wheat, rice 
and corn. The use of fertilizers also increased and it was 
expected that with m combination of adequate rainfall, 
irrigation and good farming practices, agricultural production 
would be increased in many developing countries.

Rural development is increasingly being considered to 
include both increases in food production and improving the 
quality of life of rural people. For example, Albert Watersto 
had this to say about rural development; "the purpose of 
agricultural development [is] to increase agricultural 
production [and that] deals only with one sector, farm 
commodities. The purpose of rural development [is] to improve 
the standard of living of the rural population [this] is 
multi-sectorial including agriculture, industry and social 
lacII ities"*̂ .

Office of Development Information and Utilization,
'  infon ^tlPH__ sn__integrated Rural Development •,Development Support Bureau, Agency for International Developiwnt,!<>;«. p74.
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Increasing acceptance of this view of rural development 
in the 1970s by both national governments and d«ior agencies 
re-enforced the tendency, then, to promote projects with 
multi-sectorial objectives. During the same period, a wide 
range of reports and articles setting out the <rt>jective of 
Integrated Rural l^elopsent (IRD) emerged. The prescriptions 
for rural development became increasingly generalised and 
therefore, the term itself became broadly construed.

In conclusion, the following points must be emphasised: 
Rural Development involves the process oi bringing about 
desired changes in rural areas. The questions which come to 
mind, though, are two-fold: first, who designs the changes: 
and second, for what purpose are those changes designed? Rural 
development must be people-oriented and involve the 
communities who are expected to benefit from the programmes 
which are put in place. These programmes must be capctblr of 
reducing unemployment using existing human community 
resources, improve health-care, provide education, eradicate 
all forms of dependence of the rural pteople on external 
conditions and forces, and above all, must be geared towards 
eliminating poverty at its source.

It is hoped that some of the lessons of transferred 
technoIc^y and its impact on rural development, as is being 
considered here, would serve to guide not only Ghana but other 
developing countries as they search for ways to eradicate 
rural poverty and underdevelopimnt.
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Hie Chapter which follows will examine the Volta River 
Project but will be preceded by an overview of the political 
and Ideological circumstances within which the project was 
implemented.
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c s m x s  3

THE VOLTE BABIK PR O JECT

** TW9 Of N#o*o modlfiomtioB# of th# landoomp# omm 
ioitioto suob profound phy#ieml, ooonomio u d  ooolml 
ohmogoa as dUM****.

This chapter discusses the Volta Basin Project at some 
length. It provides a brief overview of the geographical 
iTOation and extent of the project, as well as a review of 
stxM of the literature on the project. The ideological and 
ï«5licy franmwork within which the Volta Basin Project was 
implemented is provided, although in part, as a basis to 
facilitate comprehension of the basic arguments advanced in 
this thesis. Finally, some of the enormous social and economic 
consequences v h i c h  have plagued the rural communities in the 
river basin are reviewed.

3.0. n^CXOROOBD Affl) EEPKTATl(»fS

The Volta Lake Project is one of the largest (if not the 
largest) development project in Ghana (see Map 2 ) , The Lake

** Quotation by Church cited in Rubin M. and Warren M., (eds),
Dams in Africa. An Interdisciplinary study of, man-made lakes in
àirlat 1968, pi.
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lies iMtween longitudes 1° 30*W and 0*20'E and latitudes 
15'N and 9* 10*N at an estimated altitude of 85a above sea 
level. The Volta river occupies the centre of Ghana's riverine 
systea'^, drains m«at of it's rivers and covers 8482k^ 
(3275mi*) or 3.6% of the country’s surface area. The lake is 
about 402km (25t^ls) long with an estiw*ted circumference of 
about 4B2Skn (3000mls) in 1973. Archaeologists^ maintain 
that human presence in the Volta Basin dates as far back as
500.000 years but before the area vas floœied, it vas home to
80.000 farmers and fishermen*^. This represented 
approximately 1% of Ghana's population in 1962. These people 
lived in about 700 villages and beloi^ed to nine ethnic groups 
namely. South Afram, Kwahu, Akwamu,
Ewe Guan, Buem Akan, Pai, Krachi, Brong and Gonja“  (see 
table 2).

Traditionally, Ghana has depended on a single export 
crop, cocoa. This constituted a hinderance to economic

Kalitsi E.K., Volta Lake in Relation to the Htman 
population and sore issues in Economics and Managea»nt, in 
Han-made Lakes; Their Problems and Environmental Effects, 
edited by Ackermann, White and Worthington, 1973.

^ Davies Oliver., conducted a series of archaeological surveys 
in the Volta Basin t^fore the project finally took off. His 
findings we published in 1965. See Special Exhibition of
A m haeologiçal fimainas from the Volta Basin Report., state
mbl ishing Corporation, Accra, 1965.

Benneh G. arxl Dodro R., The laguict of tï» Volta River 
Project on the Life style and Populatimi Oistributl<»i in 
the Volta River Basin, in Proceedings of the West African 
Conference. 1976, pl25.

® Benneh C. and Dodoo R., Ibid.,
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MAP 2
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growth, and therefore the need for a strategy to diversify 
the eeofKnsy by changing the commodity structure of ê K̂urts, 
and to pursue a policy of industrialization became lucrative. 
The Volta Lake project, therefore, beca^ one of the most 
important aspects of this strategy.

Table 2 shows the nui^r of people in the various 
ethnic groups as of Decezüber 31st, 1965.

AREA No. Of
Population

No. of 
Houses

No. of New 
Villages

Settlewnt

North
Kwahu

11,670 2,460 199 5

South
Afram

11,659 1,877 52 6

Akwamu 6,822 1,437 69 5
Ewe Guan 8,397 1,894 97 9
^ e m  Akan 4,747 1,091 102 4

1 Pai 5,698 1,148 48 3
1 Krachi 14,533 2,516 75 7
1 Brong 6,742 1,156 71 5
1 Gonja 7,141 1,210 44 8
1 Total 77,409 14,799 757 52

aXïRŒ; Benneh G. and I^doo R., 1976. p216.

The project involved the building of a dam at Akosombo 
to provide hydn^lectric power and the establishment of an 
aluminium smelter to exploit the country's enorrous bauxite 
reserves. It was also hoped that the local productif») of 
hydroelectric {xsver would lay the foumlation for
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iitduatrialisation and economic development in Ghana.
Planners of the then Conventi<mal People Party (CPP) 

govern^nt envisaged that the Volta Lake project would provide 
a transport link betw^n the northern and southern sections of 
the country, as well as make possible iiK;reased agricultural 
productivity by means of irrigation especially in the Accra 
Plains. This optimism was consistent with the governments 
determination to achieve f^d security in Ghana. With the 
accumulation of water and the formation of the lake, it was 
expected that the fish industry would also experience a boost 
with the annual fish catch estimated to reach 250,000 tons per 
year^\ This was considered adequate to meet the total 
national requirement at the time. The Volta basin was also to 
be transformed into a tourist attraction in order to provide 
some revenue for the Govermwnt. The project was also expected 
to provide jobs for the people who lived in the b/isin, 
increase their earning capability, provide improved housing 
facilities ami create conditions for better living standards.

’Hie Volta River project, which was completed in 1965, has 
affected the socio-economic as well as the political lives of 
the people who share its environs and these consequences have 
attracted the attention of many researchers in academia. We 
will now review some of the literature on the project.

In a boWt publisWd in 196S, tdiile in exile in Guinea, Kwame 
Rkrumah recounted the develt^ment goals of his administrâti<m. For 
further details see q^nerally, Nkrumah X., Dark toys in Ghana. 
1968.
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9.1. i w & o M  MB) fas potzTzts QW m s h o m m f

Bob Pitch and Mary Oppaidteiae)^ in diacusaing tha 
political agenda of the Conventional %ople*a Party (CPP), 
argued that there were two ^ases of Ghana's development 
strategy between 1957, and 1966 %dien the govarramnt under 
Kwame Nkrumah was owrthrown. They describe a i^demisation 
approach to develt^pment which was abandoned in 1961 and a 
socialist planning strategy which was in effect when the 
Nkrumah regi^ was overthrown.

Sir Arthur Lewis comiticted a survey of industrialisation 
prospects in the then Gold Coast® between 1952 and 1954. In 
a report which was published in 1955, he concluded that the 
only way Ghana could industrialise and develop was to raise 
the necessary capital and skills as well as increase 
agricultural production through mechanisation. Efforts were 
also required to attract foreign investment as a basis for 
industrialisation and development. Nkrumah aiwl his advisors 
viewed increased agricultural production as a slow alternative 
to the achievement of Industrialisation ami therefore began to 
whip up support to develop an industrial complex including a 
harbour at Tema, the Volta River Project ami the (instruction

®  Fitch B. ami (%>enhel^r M., Ghana; End of An Illusion. 
Monthly Review Press, 1966.

® Before 1957 @%ana was toown as the Gold Coast. % i s  was a 
nanœ given to the country by Rartuguese merchants tradii^r along the 
coast of West Africa tecause of the territory's gold resources.
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of an alxminiua m»lter. NXmsah's optimism was motivated by 
his bslisf that industrialisation was modernisation**. The 
imwly elected President of Ghana was co^itted to the project 
tecause for him it constituted a keystone of an industrial 
dream and a syWbol of the new nation's modernisation and 
devel<qtment in the future. This view was summed up in a sf^ech 
Nkrummh made when he announced the award of the contract for 
the project. Be declared "... nations such as ours, tdiich are 
determined by every possible means to catch up in industrial 
strength, must have electricity in abundance before they can 
expect any large-scale industrial advance. That, basically is 
the justification for the Volta River Project"**. In any 
event, although some mesd^ers of Nkrumah's left wing saw the 
^nerican involvement as another *iiq>erialist* venture and 
expressed caution, the President was determined to see the 
project implanented.

In 195? Nkrumah invited economist Arthur Lewis to advise 
him on development issues. Lewis prescribed development 
policies which reflected his telief in increasing agricultural 
production through mechanization and attracting foreign 
investment. When the second five-year development plan (1959- 
1963} was unveiled, it clearly reflected Lewis'

** See Sims R and Casely-Hayford L., 'Renegotiating the price 
and availability of energy for an Aluminium Smelter: The Valeo 
^^negotiations', in Essava^ from the Ghana-Valco Renegotiations

pl7.
* See imaden P., The Volta Project: Animation, in Canadian

Jwimal of Afri^. 1973. pll?
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'modernisation * strategy.
The government restricted its activities to attracting 

foreign investment ami tmilding infrastructure. The rate of 
investment increased from 15% to 21% of Gross Ihmestic 
Product (GDP) Itotween 1957 and 1960. %ere was also a moderate 
growth of 1.5% per year in the GDP durli^ the sas» j^riod. 
However by the end of the decade, the econcmy had began to 
decline. This %xm(«mic decline, amof^ other things was caused 
by two main factors. First, since it was the aim of the CPP 
government to attract foreign investment, it offered tax 
holidays and lenient profit repatriation regulations to many 
transnational corporations {7%C's) and their subsidiary 
companies which had arrived in Ghana. Unfortunately, most of 
these coi^anies repatriated their profits rather ^ a n  re
investing them in Ghana. As a result, it became difficult for 
the government to retain, let alone accumulate any foreign 
exchange for Iwal programmes. Second, the Ghanaian domestic 
market was too small for the various goods and services which 
appeared within this short ^riod. Some cxm^winies were forced 
either to produce below capacity or close their operations.

There was a deterioration in the country's balan^ of 
payments, the nation's external reserves were beij^ depleted 
rapidly; what was called 'industrialisation by invitation'^ 
twid fail«l to pxoduOT the expectœl results. % l s  constitute

^  Okonjo Orakuka., % e  concept of Oevelo|^mrtt, in Ihiral 
Develc^mnt in Ghana edited by Brwm C.K., 1986.
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a major problem for the CPP govem^nt. Pitch a M  Oppenhoi^r 
** ...oomplate f l L u t e m  on tha oonv«stioi»l visits 

reflected in the Lewie approach had led Ghana Into this 
prWicament"^.

In 1951, the CPP openly abamioned the se«md five-year 
plan and introduced socialist techniques of plannii^ although 
its faith in foreign investment did not completely disappear. 
% e  CPP*a new etrat^ry include) large government mitlays tor 
consumer aiul capital goods factories, stringent Im̂ xirt and 
export controls and expanded use of monetary and fiscal 
measures to i^ulate the economy. As a result of the problem» 
mentioned above the CPP government under Nkrumah became 
vulnerable to an exploitative agreement which would be signed 
with foreign investors regarding the Volta River Project in 
1962.

3.2. PimhCIM Of TBS PROOSCT
hoxon^ and Graham*® have written about the historical 

background of the Volta River project in great detail. 
According to Noxon, in the 1920s a geol^ist called Kitson 
discovered huge degxisits of bauxite in Ghana. In the report 
which armounced his discovery, Kitson also indicated that the

Fit^ B. and Oppenheimer M,, ^.cit.
*  See Moxon J., Volta; Man's Greatest _Lake. 1969,

see Graham B., The Altminium Industry and the Third World.
1962.
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stoop sided gorges of the Volta River could be a potential for 
a hydroelectric site. Since the prweeeii^ of bauxite into 
aluminium reguires large quantities of electricity, the 
possibility of a hydroelectric site near bauxite deposits made 
economic sense. Unfortunately, the British qc/vm rrem nt (the 
colonial rulers in Ghana at the tiw) did not do much to get 
the scheme off the ground.

In 1949, The Aluminium Company of Canada Ltd. (AL^f) 
currently the world's largest producer of aluminium, 
formulated an integrated schei^ which would have used Ghana's 
bauxite, changing it into alumina and installing a maelter 
which would produce 210,000 tons of alumina every year. The 

scheme included a power station capable of generating 564,000 
kilowatts of electricity; 514,000 kilowatts would be required 
for the smelter and 50,000 kilo watts (at the time close to 
the national demand), would be available for dmwstic use.

When Nkrumah came to power in 1951 as First Minister of 
state, he was eager to develc^ the bauxite resources and build 
an aluminium smelter. As has been stated elsewhere, Nkrumah 
equatW modernisation with imiustrialisation and believed the 
first requisite was the availability of ^leap powe;^. 
Considering that the pro;)ect was expected to have other spin
offs nan»ly, the ptwision of better hcmtsiî f facilities,
schools, a laJM transport link iMtmmi the North «td Bouth of 
Ghana aiui increases in agricultural as well as f i ^  prcxluction

Moxon J., op.cit., p86
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tber# warn very little opposition to the project.
In tha mid-1950s as the Gold coast advanced towards 

indai^uiHlence f the departing ^itish administration favoured 
the British Aluminium ComfMiny which in partnership with the 
Aluminium Company of Canada (ALCAN), proposed producing 
almninium exclusively for the British market. This arrangement 
was unacceptable to Nkrumah and his team of negotiators who 
hoped to develop the Volta Project to facilitate industrial 
transformation of Ghana’s economy**.
When Ghana became independent In 1957, the United states 
became increasingly interested in Africa and Ghana in 
particular. This interest was based on its desire to contain 
the threat of Coaasunism spreading to newly independent 
countries of Africa. Nkrumah capitalised on this interest to 
ask the United States for help to implement the Volta Project. 
During the same period, ironically, anti-American feelings 
were brewing in Ghana. American foreign policy advisors 
however, felt that the then Soviet Union would lend support as 
they did at Aswan, ^ypt, if the United states backed away. 
This it was believed, would have shifted the super-power 
balance in Africa in favour of their long time adversary, the 
USSR, The United States government therefore sent Edgar Kaiser 
of Raiser Ei^ineering and Contractors Incorporated to conduct 
8 feasibility study of the pressed project and make 
recommeixlations which would make the project more profitable.

** see Graham R., chp 12. pl32
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Kaiser Engineering and Contractors inc. presented a 
report which included three major changes to the original 
plan. First, the site of the dam was moved fr*m Ajena to 
Akosombo because the Volta River was narrower at that 
location. This helped to reduce the construction period from 
seven to four years and improved the capacity of the dam for 
hydroelectric generation. Second, the site for the aluminium 
smelter was changed from an area near the Volta river to a 
location near the harbour at Tema. This presumably was to 
reduce the cost of transporting imports and exports to and 
fror.. the smelter. I^ird, the middle stage of the project which 
would chonge Ghana’s alumina into aluminium was omitted. 
Kaiser argued that the additional costs of mining bauxite, 
transporting it to an alumina plant and later on to Tema would 
render the project incapable of producing adequate return to 
investors*^. The report was good for a period of ten years 
during which Ghana's bauxite would be mired and exported. Up 
to today this practice persists.

Under the new arrangements, the dam, power station and 
lines were estimated to cost E70 million sterling. However, by 
the end of the project the total cost had been reduced to E56 
million sterling. This was financed by the World Bank, the 
United States Export and Import Bank (EXIH), the British

^ See Rod S and Casely-Hayford L., * Renegotiating the price 
and availability of energy for an Aluminium Smelter: the Valeo 
Kcnegotiations', in Essavs from the Ghana-Valco Renegotiations 
1 -fiS- pis.
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govem^nt airil the Ghanaian govemment with the latter putting 
up one-half of the total cost. Ghana also had to come up with 
E7.2 sill ion sterling to extend the harbour at Tema, construct 
roads and houses (including Valeo staff houses).

The smelter on the other hand was estimated to cost E4S.9 
million sterling or $128 million. Out of the total the US KKIM 
bank lent $96 million and the remaining $32 million was 
covered by a US government political risk guarantee. The 
political risk guarantee pirovides assurance to US investors in 
other countries that, their investments will not be lost tor 
any political reasons. As has been mentioned elsewhere, the 
involvement of the United States government in the project 
could be attributed only partly to its technical and economic 
potential. Most important was its strategic interest in Africa 
and Ghana in particular.

The government went into an agreement with Kaiser 
Engineering in 1962 and by 1967 both the smelter at Tema 
(operated by VALCOJ and the hydro-electric dam (ope*ated by 
Ghana's Volta River Authority) became operational. Although a 
discussion of the details regarding the agreement is not 
intended here, it is only practical to provide some highlights 
on its provisions. First,the 'master agreement' stipulated 
among other things that the contract could only be re- 
n^fotiated after 30 years with a 20-year renewal option at 
VALCO's choice. Second, the power rate was set at a price of 
2.625 mills per Kilowatt hour (kwh) (One mill is equivalent to
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one-tenth of a US cent}. Table 3 provides cwgwirative power 
rates charged by VRA and the Bonneville Power Administration 
(6PA) between 1938 and 1983.

The BPA supplies power to Mwlters representing one-half 
of the us priiMiry aluminium capacity. Third, under the 
contract, VRA was obliged to constantly supply up to 370 
megawatts (mw) of power to VALO).

In 1962, Ghana's total demand for power was 
approximately 70 megawatts and the VRA*s (xwrnr facilities 
could at full capacity, generate 615 megawatts of fĤ wer. 
Clearly, VALCO dominated the use of Ghana's electricity but 
for the time being, the country's domestic demand was catered 
to (see tables 4 - 6 ).

The agreement with Kaiser treated the irrigation, fishing 
and other social services aspects of the project as separate 
from the main objective of building a smelter for the 
production of aluminum. VALCO was therefore not committed in 
any way to sharing the environmental and other social costs 
which were to result Trom its operations in the future. As a 
result of this, Ghana received less benefits than bad been 
anticipated by the original plan. Cheryl Payer makes reference 
to an anonymous world bank expert who explainW " {that] the 
World Bank initially hesitated to back such a clearly 
exploitative agreement, but faced with growing Soviet 
influence in Ghana and the pt»sibility of workii^ in the 
interest of US foreign policy, finally relaxed and agr^d to
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TABLE 3.

AVERAGE POWER RATES CHARGED BY BPA AND VRA 
TO ALUMINIUM SKELTERS (US MILLS/KWH)

Bonneville Volta
River

Power Administration Authority
1938-1966   2.0 n.a.
1967-1972 sept.30th .. .. 2.0 2.625
1972 Oct. lSt-1973 Feb.28th 2.0 2.75
1973 Mar. lst-1974 Dec.31st 2.0 3.25
1975  .................  3.0 3.25
1976  .................  3.2 4.5
1977 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.2 4.5
1978 ..................    2.6 4.5
1979 .................    3.0 4.6
1980  ............ 4.9 4.6
1981 ..  ..........   .. 7.5 5.0
1982  ....... .. .. .. 19.3 5.0
1983 ......... .. .. .. 22.5 5.0

The price for VRA power to Valco is that shown in the
Power contract adjusted with the agreement of Valco in 1972 
and 1975, when it was partly related to VRA's costs of power 
production.

For the BPA, the above rates are the result of dividing 
the total revenue from aluminium companies by the energy
consumed. BPA's actual rate to aluminium companies has both 
energy and capacity charges and is seasonally differentiated.

SOURCE: Sim R and Caseley-Hayford L., 1986. p2 3.

underwrite the scheme. The rationalisation offered for this 
d^ision was that, contrary to all previous conceptions, the 
success of the scheme now depended not on the smelter load and 
its payments for power but on the non-smelter demand. This was 
only one year after the Bank had ii«iicated that at 2.5 mills, 
power revenues would never be large enough to cover debt
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service"**.
Many aspects of the project especially thwe which had to 

do with Improving the living conditions of the pe^le, 
and which constituted great exi^ctati^s for the government of 
Ghana were either scaled do%m or scrapped ccmpletelyr 
including the resettlement programme for the over 80,000 rural 
people who were to be displaced by inundation. As Kalitsi 
succinctly put it, "Implementation concentrated on power as 
the direct economic objective and important works to achiew 
socio-economic objectives and ensure desirable biological 
conditions were left in abeyance resulting in prtdblmm more 
difficult to solve than would have been the case"**.

It must be pointed out that, despite the exploitative 
terms of the agreements with Kaiser, the CPP government 
proceeded with the project t^cause it believed that once it 
took off, industrialisation and diversification of the economy 
would be achieved and then, the social, enviromœnta 1 and 
other problems which may arise from the project would be 
granted attention. This belief has led to devastating 
consequences and hamq^ered rural devel^ment in many developing 
countries.

See Payer C., The World Sank. A critical analysis. New York, 
1082, p258-259, %iote was cited from *I^*rialism and the Volta 
Dara*, West Africa. March 24, 1980. p523.

** See Graham R., op.cit., pl33.
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TABLE 4
VOLTA RIVER AUTHORITY 

ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMED PER CLASS OF CUSTOMER, 1966-1984

TUB KS US
8 1 0 9

« 0 6 0 0 0
T t ï îU »

luaaooD
lOWSMP

m o o C.E.8. 101*1 S

(B « ) (mm) tarn) tom ) «am) tom ) (tarn)

W 6 » o .« e 127.® . 2.70 15.96
W %4.10 . 8 .® % 3 .® . *44,70
N » 4 » .  10 177.40 2 .® 8.80 1,WS.90 -
1 * 9 302.80 I B .3D 6 .® 8.80 1,972.® . 1,455.90
W 9 384.80 ® 8.88 14.88 7.W 2.012.40 .
i m 039.23 220.30 8.81 1,919,1» . 2.472.20
W 2 m . « 242.64 ® .94 9.01 2 ,»5 ,B 1 1.26
1973 7U .12 » 3 .0 7 21.98 12.54 2,025.99 99.72 2,67J.«4J
W 4 893.44 »7,se 19,27 11.06 2,754.77 127.78
197» # 3 .1 7 271.% 22.57 11.50 2,518.24 156.70 2,l»b.05
19% * 0 .0 1 278.® 2 2 .* 9.68 2,644.® 155.54
1977 1,034,70 200.27 24.51 11.00 2,785.61 178.81 2.8*4.57
1978 1 ,0 6 2 .» 230.25 24.15 11.55 2 ,0 te .58 216.05
1979 1,027.78 2 ^ .3 4 17.60 15.01 2,907.35 299.25 3.237.10

1,074.71 2 7 1 .» 11.55 15.14 5,518.68 459.77
1*1 1 ,1 1 5 .» 273.99 6 .5 t 9.55 5,303.2* 472.19 5,771,41
1 *2 1,{ffl0.29 S 7 .7 * 1.95 8.77 5,tS8.71 521.46
1983 948.04 232.49 2.97 8.09 752.95 *90.78 *,0*5.3*
1984 799.% 218.85 4.22 7.44 15.18 316,®

5 .B 5.20  

4,091.17 

4 ,292 .7D 

5,651.57 

4.524.49 

5,129.68 

5 ,ia).B * 

4 ,7 * ,9 ?  

2,455.*; 

1,359.60

1 TOTAIS 1 5 ,t» .0 8 4,404,29 244,96 174.68 39,668.60 3,456.57 61072,15

SOMa: R® S- »id C*Sri£T-«*TfORP i,, 1W 6,
* Wtc9 • VMt* Compmy
* K S  » E(«£tr<clty Cerporat<«n o< Ghana
* • flw e«4t U tft# «srencir of Ûuna
* &ii • fww* K# ■ Ceeemwte Ctmrtque dw #on(n
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TJUU )

VOIT* « t t f l  «UTMMITt 
AVf«fi£ M fS  M» KW W £«*ST m  

OSTCMES TW6 M B

Tew t .c .s . f te  Mines AkeMMbe
T e s tltn

AtwMMbe
T«HRdltp

Valco c .E .a .

Average Average Average kmre» Average Average
P rice P rice P rie# Pr\ce P rie# P rie#
Cedi 7b * CedI/kwO C*d!/k«6 B ed i/b * C adl/bd) Cad! 7 b *

m o .007055 .006769 . 8 ^ 9 .«@101
M67 .@01%@ .006519 . .8W5A0 .0025»
TOU •OOTS^ .S06B9 .017850 .807882 .8 »679
TOW .006970 .017079 .006632 .98M79
1970 .OCK** .007105 .%8776 .007K 6 .809678
1071 .007981 .00% *8 .W7567 .0 0 73 » .8 ^ 3 2
197? .« ^ 7 0 .G07M1 .MI8B6 .009250 . 0 0 ^ ,01177*
197) .mou .00*75 .«38377 .C O ^ .0051» .009»*
19% .007515 .0 ^ 1 9 .E »99^ ,009197 .0 0 :1 » .0O9»1
1975 .0»111 0B806 .8088(5 .KI9202 .( x a i* .009131
1976 .099702 .010617 .011W .*@9197 .005175 .809»7
1977 .0128K .015812 .81*976 . 0 ^ 1 .«3*97* .011B*
19% .019825 .020*72 .020%0 ,0159» .008K 0 .» (S 0 (
1979 .9 5 2 » .08(823 .0*28» .»6£68 .01»27 .0*09»
1%0 .0UO68 .1 ^8 27 .09 11 » .0(7919 .013191 . 0 ^ 5
1%l .D W 08 .889(57 .1274*7 .075097 .015*86 .139(79
1 % .079217 .0%006 .271*06 .077107 .013750 .QS»66
m s .095709 .ItK M ) .290725 .OWIM .0178» > ^ * 3 0

Average frUe 10TU. PowE* Mitf TO osTowit res umjk 
roiM f«£tGT coÊi&mcs iT cusroes

•  Valee• tes• Cedi• «B• W*

SOSCt: Sod S. and Cssaley- Hayford l . ,  T%6. p24

VDtt* Altariniui Company 
E t« tr lc J tY  Oorperatlon of S i» »
COdf t* cw reocy «f Chana 
d mr w rto E lectrfgue dk Banfn KflONMT per heur
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s.3. r a n  or THX

! ^ b have varied ecolt^ical, social as veil as ecoomsic 
imfHicts on their immediate environs. Where thsM S M  not 
identified during the planning stages of the project in order 
to seek ways to mitigate them, they obstruct the developsmnt 
objectives of s u ^  projects. ïOor ^ople are usually the most 
vulnerable to these adverse consequences.

The literature sufficiently documents the consequences of 
the Volta River Project. These include changes in freshwater 
fauna and flora, effects on the distribution of fish stocks, 
increases in the presence of disease transmitting hosts, 
changes in population and life-styles of people, economic as 
well as agricultural issues. For the purposes of this thesis, 
the focus is confined to the social and economic ^nsequences 
related to the project.

3.4. LITBRkTDRg RBVXB»

The Volta River Project has several comaonalities with 
other dams especially in Africa includii^ the Kariba, Aswan 
and Kainji. These dams were all built on large rivsM in the 
respective countries, displaced between 50,000 - 100,000 
petals and have e^structed both upstream aiuS downstream
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r*glme# of th# rivers which were
In a recent study, Brown^ examined the contribution of 

the Volta River project to Ghana's economic growth and 
diversification. Although she did not deny that the full 
potential of the project had not been exploited and that 
enormous social costs had accrued from the project, she 
concluded that it had contributed not only to the country's 
econraalc growth by sahii^ ^>ssible the establishment of many 
industries, but had also given impetus to other sectors of the 
economy and enabled divex^ification of exports.

In separate studies, Mou as well as Klumpp and Chu have 
also written about the socio-economic consequences of the 
project, especially in the area of health. It is evident from 
their analysis that the incidence of diseases such as Claris, 
bilharzia and schistosomiasis among others have increased^^ 
at least since 1962, and that the aquatic weed Ceratophyllum 
which grows extensively in the lake, was an important factor 
in the transmission of Schistostma HaeiK»toblum in the Volta

^ See Scudder T., Man-made lakes and population resettlement 
in Africa. In Lowe-fk^nne 1 R., (ed) Man-made Lakes 1966.

^  Brwn G., % e  Volta Basin Projectî An Examination of its 
Contribution to Economic G row th the Diversification in Ghana, 
unpublishmi MA thesis, Dalbousie University, 1988.

^  Mou Li., Socio-Eonomic Consequences of Health Imiacts___
frtm Water Resmirt^  Develcsment Projects. MA thesis submitted t o  
St. îhiry Univeraity, Halifax 1992.
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Benneh and Dodoo have also written on the img>ect of the 
project on the life-style aiWI po^lation distribution of the 
people living in the l»sin. They juintain that a»rs pe^le 
including sose who did not originally reside in the basin, 
were taking advantage of the lucrative filing industry which 
had emerged. However, mechanised agriculture^ did not seem 
to have become very popular among the rural i^^le.

The resettlement program!»’’’, especially those aspects 
relating to agriculture in the Volta River basin, has also 
been studied in detail. It has been pointed out that the 
experience was rather disappointing due to inadequate 
planning, inadequate statistics, the lack of skilled extension 
personnel as well as a swift shift from several hundred years 
of traditional agricultural practices to mechanized/mcdem 
farming rœthods. Afrlyie concludes, 'resettlement agriculture 
does not automatically produce higher standards of living and 
that the complex problems associated with resettlement need to

^ Klunq^ R. aixl Chu ï., Importance of the Aquatic Weed 
CeratcHidiuIlum to transmission of Raenatobius in the Volta 
Lake, Ghana., in Bulletin of the World Health Organization 
Vol.58 (5), 1980.,p791-798.

^ Benneh G. and Dcxloo R., Op.cit., pl29. The authors refer to 
mechanize agriculture as the (diange from the use of traditional 
tools such as hoes and cutlasses to the use of tractors and 
fertilizers.

The pro(»ss of re-locatii^ the 80,000 j^K^le displaced h ÿ  
the creation of the dam has been referral to as ' resettlMMht '. See 
Atriyie E.K., 'Rerattlez»nt Agriculture in Ghana - An Experiment in 
Innovation in Brown C.K., (ed) 1986.
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be given safôh »>re thought before ii^iesentatitm'^.
%ere is consensus among al^st all researchers on the 

Volta Lake project, wh^e w r k  at least, are available to rss, 

am! to whom I have referred, that although the project is of 
significant economic importance, the rural dwellers in the 
tasin have ami continue to receive few direct benefits from 
it^. Equally true and common to all the studies on the 
project is the fact that they all seem to deal with various 
consequences which have trailed the project. A varied analysis 
of this sort is necessary because it constitutes an immense 
reservoir of information and reveal several lessons for the 
future. This thesis, however, differs in many respects. 
Although it draws extensively on work already done, it also 
traces the predicament of the river basin much further. This 
is dOTS by discussing the development strategy which motivated 
the implementation of the Project even when the terms of the 
agreement regarding the iaqslementation were so much to the 
disfavour of the government and people of Ghana.

3 , 9 . 0 .  SB StTTU 9IB ST

The problem of resettling the over 80,000 rural people

" Ibid.

^ Sm  also Assibl 0., Economic Impact of the Volta River 
Project, in Proceedings of the West Africa Conference. 1976, pill- 
137.
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living in th* Volta Baain a M  %Ao % w #  to W  di^laoad 
inundation was tha most alaborata poat-oonatructlon progragana 
%Ai<A racelviKl the attention of the Nknmah ^  a
result of tna project» isolated ethnic cwmunities living in 
the river basin, practising tha moat suit«*la form of 
agriculture %rere made to ^anga tiiair «%tira way of life in 
order to conform to a 'devalop^nt' process from idiich they 
have received meagre benefits.

At the beginning of the resettlei^nt programme, the Volta 
River Authority (VBA), the govermmnt agency charged with 
overseeing the resettlement programme gave the would-be 
resettiers an option to choose between cash compensation and 
resettlement by government. It is estimated that 27% or 16,579 
people chose to be comf^nsated with cash. This group of petals 
were not covered by the resettlement plan at all. Ihe 
remaining 64,000 were moved into 52 villages in larger 
populations than they were used to, sometimes between 2,000 
ami 5,000 each (see Map 1).

Facilities in the resettlement villages such as housing, 
drinking water, cleared farm lands, money and food were so 
inadequate that many resettlers left their assigned villages 
in search of better conditions. In a survey conducted in 1970, 
it was determined that only 25,000 petals %%re still living in 
the resettlement vill^fes^. % i s  points to the social 
disruption which the resettlegwnt pn»gramme created for the

^ See Graham R. op.cit., pl34
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rural i»^la #^>#cially, considering that most of those who 
resuiined were women and children. I^ing the transit from old 
to new settXejMnts, would-be settlers had to use or hire 
manual labour to transport their belongings for which they had 
worked so hard, unfortunately, many lost their personal 
belonging# to the fast aoanaulati*^ and expanding Lake.

As if that were not enough. In 1964 the CPP government 
announced its inability to rebuild all the schools, offices 
recreational centres, gas stations, church buildings, markets, 
hospitals and roads which were required by the new settlers. 
This responsibility was to be taken over by the various 
ministries and departments in charge of such service;;. 
Consmpiently, very few facilities were available for the use 
of resettlers on arrival at their assigned villages, posing 
additional hardships on them.

The scarcity of farm land created an antagonism between 
ethnic groups and tribes who had enjoyed good relations and 
friendship for hundreds of years, dating far back into 
historic times. Old settlers were naturally unprepared to give 
their laml to new settlers in the name of 'development', ami 
this state of affairs soon led to conflict. Prosperous 
independent farmers who were hitherto self sufficient ami 
cultivating their own food became dependent on food aid 
provided through the United Nations World food programme or on 
food bought at the market, if they could afford it.

R w d  networks connectif^ most parts of the river basin
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were disrupted and transport linkages which $mre promised were
never provided. Travel became increasii^ly cumbersome and 
inter-community trade was jeopardised. The settlers were 
linguistically, culturally and occupationally a heterogenous 
group of people and therefore it was difficult to avoid 
conflicts especially since the tribes were forced to live 
together - a way of life new to them (see table 1). I^rhaps in 
the midst of all the hardships, the resettled would have been 
bettor off if their compensations had been forthcoming. By 
1971, about Cl.7 million cedis was paid out for crops which 
were destroyed, but there was no compensation for submerged 
lands and only 1/4 of the land required was cleared when the 
resettlement programme began (see table 7).

Technical co-operatives were establ’-hed by the Volta 
River Authority and farmers were assigned to the production of 
specific crops in conformity with the government’s 
agricultural policy. While some farmers were directed to 
cultivate tree crops, cotton and tobacco, others were 
encouraged to keep pigs and poultry. Despite these efforts, 
lack of equipment and machinery, skilled extension personnel 
and inadequate knowledge of the use of chemical fertilisers 
prevented any meaningful growth in agricultural production. 
What Imcame clear is that the VRA's efforts did not produce 
enough food to feed the resettlers let alone enough for export 
as was originally envisaged.

Regarding housing, the VRA built one bWroom 'core'
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hooMs vlt^ for another and a veraMa which was
expected to W  completed by resettlers after occupation. This 
idea tende 1 to be impractical because cement blocks and
building materials ware not only expensive but unavailable. 
Resettlers could not coi^lete their houses as proposed and 
this added further hardships to an already difficult
situation. Another problem with the housing scheme was that 
houses were allocated on home-to-home basis and not on room 
to room basis. People who originally lived in one house but 
with several rooms were assigned a one bedroom house. In a 
region where polygamous families were common, this constituted 
a major setback for the entire resettlement scheme and
inflicted further discomfort on the resettlers. A survey of 
Old Kete Krachi showed that 4185 people lived in 486 
households each with an average of 8 rooms. In new Kete 
Krachi, however, the ratio of people to rooms rose from 1.5 to
2.2. Considering that many of the resettlers left earlier, the 
housing problem would have been even more acute. Hart adds 
another dimension to the problem faced by those who were even 
settled. He writes •* the traditional houses possessed a
greater thermal inertia, that is, the mud and thatch house 
tended to be cooler than the ambient temperature during the 
day and warmer than ambient at night"^*. This was 
discomforting to many people. Finally, one would have imagined 
that sin a the rural pe^le had lost their original homes as

^ See Harr D., The Volta River Project. 1968. pSO,
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a result of a ̂ vameent 'develofmeMt* project, the new heueee 
would he assigned at minimum or no cost to the resettlers. On 
the contrary, the cost of the houses (C7S0 each}, was deducted 
from compensations made to then for their destroyed crops.

Ironically, few buildings in the resettlement villages 
had hydroelectric power. Pipe-borne water was not availiüsle 
in many homes, and sanitation and other health prc^lmns began 
to emerge within the villages. Above all, antagonism sprang up 
among neighbouring tribes, who had otherwise lived in harmony, 
due to a desperate scramble for fertile farm land, water and 
even fishing grounds.

3.5.1 HSALTH XSSDB8

Certainly the creation of the Volta Lake, did not 
introduce water-borne diseases in the Volta Basin. However, 
the creation of the dan which resulted in a massive 
accumulation of water to form one of the world’s largest man- 
made lakes, enhanced conditions for an escalation of many 
diseases including those which already existed in the area. Of 
course, some of these were envisaged in the 1956 Report on the 
project. Unfortunately, the final report which was prepared by 
Kaiser Engineering and Contractors Inc. ignored these ;wssible 
diseases and concentrated on measures related to the 
construction of a smelter, their primary ^ncem.

Since the cosg'ietion of the Volta dam, there have been
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TABIÆ 7
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increas«s r^iortad in tha insidanea of diaaaaaa awai a# 
Schistosomiasis fbllharaia), oncdtocerciasis (rivar blindness) 
and various forms of malaria. A hospital was built at AXosombo 
to cater for the health needs of Wie people but most of its 
beneficiaries have been expatriate staff and workers who are 
directly connected to the project site. It has been estimated 
that before the formation of the Late^ the infection rate of 
Schistosomiasis in the Volta river basin was betwMn 1 - 5 % .  
By 1968, this had increased to about 80% and in some villages 
as high as 100%. The Volta River Authority put in place a 
programme to stuiîy aspects of the resettlement scheme relating 
to infectious diseases in order to design methods to control 
their spread. In 1976, this vital follow-up programme was 
discontinued due to lack of drugs. It is estimated that over
100,000 people in the Volta Basin suffer from the effects of 
onchocerciasis^ and 70,000 of that number were totally blind 
by 1980. In the northern sections of the Volta basin where 
'formal' medical care is still unaccessible to many people, 
whole villages have been depopulated from the effects of the 
disease.

3.5.2 EMKOMIC ISSUES

Although the resettlement agricultural programme was not 
very successful, the same cmild not be said about the filing

^ Graham R., c^.cit., pl37.
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ifdustry. As a result of tbs transformation of the former 
river into a lake fishing opportunities wore created for a 
large nmdaer of people. Before the lake was created, there 
were about 1,200 fishermen livli^ along the Old Volta river 
and its tributaries. By 1970, the number had risen to over 
12,500. These inctnoing fishermen have established more than
1,000 villages around the lake - the dominant ethnic group 
being the The fishing industry has been so lucrative
along the Volta Lake, that it has been attracting many young 
people in other occupations such as teachers, clerks, 
labourers and traders. A spin-off of this migration ot some 
educated people into the fishing industry in the Volta H<»sin 
has been the commencement of literacy classes for adults and 
children.

On the other hand, economic activities on the lower Volta 
has suffered significantly. The annual flooding of the river 
enriched the land used for agriculture and restored numerous 
creeks used for fishing. When the river was low, the riverine 
{KJpulation depended on a prosperous clam harvest. However, 
with the creation of the dam, this way of making a living has 
disap^ared. as Benneh and Dodoo put it, "Dammimj the river 
brought about changes in the ecological balance o t the 
physical environment upon which the farming and f ishing 
cmmunities of üie lover Volta depended for their economy; 
<%mMguemtly many people lost traditional means of making a
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living"™
Barrif^ton described the views of bis respondents in a 

1969 Study of New Kete Krachi. He writes* ** respondents ... 
expressed disappointment and alienation in response to a wide 
variety of questions ... the population was unhappy and 
dispirited four years after being resettled. Those who moved 
away, we can assume, were even more dissatisfied". He 
continues " almost everyone ... thought that his or her life 
In general was worse off after than before the time of the 
resettlement, and mcmt of them blam^ the Volta Ihroject rather 
than the military coup [which overthsrew the CPP in 1966] or 
other situations"^.

3.6. PIMM, 0 9 8 M m a i0 V 8

Throughout this chapter, it has been pointed out that the 
problems facing rural development in the Volta Basin and 
especially, the people, emanate from the 'B^dernisation* 
approach to development. The CPP anticipated that with the 
provision of hydroelectric power industrialisation would 1» 
facilitated and economic growth and development wmtld be 
achieved. It must be pointed out that with such a conviction, 
it was unimaginable to delay or n^potiate for better ters»

Tb See Benfwh and Dodoo, f^.cit., pl28.
^ For further reading s m  Barrington h ., Migrati«i and the 

Growth of a Resettlement Commnlty: I%te Krachi, Ghana, 1962 ai%i 
1969. 1973 pl38. Quoted in Graham R., q^.cit.
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befor# the of the projet. It vae am if to say
'the problems would be taken care of after ve have achieved 
our industrial goal'. Such assu^tlona were costly aiuS more so 
defeated the well-meaning expected results. Unless academics 
and develoi^nt practitioners begin to challei^e 'Itestern' 
nwdels of development to ascertain their validity and appli
cability, ctevelo^^nt efforts by governments, especially in 
the developii^ world, will continually yield devastating 
results as in the case of the Volta Basin Project.
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c n m s  4

#5KT w w om

** Ho eiM sltottia 4» # x«sttlt of tho Projoet bo veroo 
off tboB boforo mod bmt wnditioaa obcrald bo oo good if 
mot bottor thorn tho old oaos loft bohimd"™ .

In this chapter we will present a further discussion on 
the effects of the Volta Basin Project pointing out the 
inherent problems which in the end, rendered the project a 
failure. He will also show how inapplicable the modernization 
approach to development was in relation to rural development 
in the Volta river basin. Hiis analysis will sup^rt our 
argument that the project has reinforced rural poverty and 
conditions of 'underdevelopment* rather than 'development* 
among the rural communities in the Volta river basin.

Of course, it may be easier to find fault with the Volta 
Basin Project than to provide realistic and sustainable 
alternatives to solve the problems which continue to confront 
the rural people - the prevalence of diseases, food shortages, 
unemployment, environmental degradation and Isolation.

He recognise that no amount of debate or criticism, ^ r  
se, would improve the socio-economic cmtditions of the people.

78. Statement ^  (%ana*s first President, Kwaim Nkrumah in 
reference to the Volta Basin resettlement s^ieme. Quoted in Benneh 
C. aikt D«3oo R., op.cit., pl26.
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Bovavcr, toy the dl»advant#g*# of tha
project, we intend not only to draw attention but also 
heighten the avarenees of planners and {»licy makers regarding 
the problems which may occur %^en develop^nt theories and 
strategies are adopted. Furthermore, V9 will argue that 
transferred technology will produce devastating consequences 
for rural developamnt when the proi^ss is not preceded by 
csMful research, and more importantly, where efforts arc not 
made to Involve the would-be local beneficiaries of the 
development project in the planning stages. Hopefully, thin 
discussion will contribute to the efforts of development 
practitioners who may in the future be seeking practical and 
sustainable alternatives for developing the rural sector not 
only in Ghana but also in other countries, both developed and 
developing.

4 . 0 .  M O lSItinSh'rZO to -  VHAT WBIIT i n  T8B VOLTh aiV E Rshsni?
In Chapter 2, we provided a brief discussion ot tho 

belief held by advocates of the modernization approach to 
development that there exists a causal relationship between 
iKXtem values, modem behaviour, modern institutions, modern 
swieties and economic development. We also indicated that it 
is at the stage of Bwdern institutions that emphasis is plac^ 

the transfer of scientific and technot^ical innovations. 
%ese innovâti<ms thus cxme with new ways and methods of doing
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things - ths us* of f«rtilie*r r^lfwss totwm of
mmnure, high-yielding seed varieties are plantW instead of 
sore adaptable l<%al varieties; plantation farmii^r replaces 
shifting cultivation agriculture; the use of tractors and 
combine harvesters take over from o%-dra%m plmighs; and 
irrigation replaces dependence on rainfall patterns. As the 
rural immunities begin to adopt these innovations, the 
society is said to acquire modem characteristics. Farmers 
would become richer as a consequence of increased production, 
enabling them to purchase basic needs such as health care, 
food, clothing, education and housing. Local demand for the 
industrial sector will then expand, rural entrepreneurs will 
re*invest their capital thereby providing jobs within the 
ccmusunity. The rural community, so it is said, will be 
gradually transformed from its rural to an urban cmdition and 
overall economic development will be achieved as links are 
developed with other urban sectors of the national economy.

Clearly, the way in which this schei^ is presented 
ignores the inherent short-falls in the m»dernization 
argument. Since the theory stresses a cause-aiuS-effect 
relationship bet%feen a number of variables, we will argue 
that without the effective functioning of key variables, the 
process of achieving economic developgmnt will be either 
slowed down or disrupted. It is not tm> difficult to recognise 
tlw reasons why the ai^roach failed in the context of the 
rural commmities in the Volta basin.
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4.1. u m s m j s n a »  t n o m x m o

During th« Implementation o f the Volta basin project, 
tlwre was no effective institutional support for the new 
problew which emerged during the resettlement of the over
80,000 people affected by the construction of the dam. The 
Volta River Authority (VRA) was set up with a mamlate to 
supervise all aspects of the resettlement programme Including 
the payment of compensation to those affected people who opted 
for cash compensation. As a result of improper administrative 
procedures, payments to villagers who opted for cash 
compensation were hardly paid. By 1976, almost a decade after 
the move began, only a total of C7.2 million had been paid out 
to those affected. This amount works out to approximately C700 
par person, (^rtainly, the money was hardly enough to start 
any new venture in a period of high inflation.

Another problem which the people faced as a result of 
poor administrative support was inadequate transportation to 
facilitate their move from old to new settlements. There were 
not enough government lorries provided for this service and 
therefore, most of the rural people had to transport their 
bel<x^ings manually or hire the labour of others if they could 
afford it. For a few unfortunate f^ople, most of their 
possessions were lost to the ele^nts of the weather.

In October 1964, the CPP government announced that it 
could no longer afford to rebuild all the state buildings,
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offices, recrMtional centres and s^teols l A l A  bad been left 
behind. resf^nsibility of rebuilding these structures was 
transferred to such ministries as Mucation, Social Welfare 
and Culture umler whose jurisdiction it was thought the 
provision of such facilities fell. %ese ministries were 
unable to provide the necessary services due to budget 
constraints. Consequently, suiny of the new towns b ^ a n  life 
without markets, schools, gas stations, roads ami transport 
facilities. Moron described the situation as a "national 
disaster"” .

4 . 2 .  TTCmiX^L LIWIThTimm

An im]K)rtant aspect of the process of modernization, as 
its proponents would have us believe, is the development and 
use of scientific innovations. During the stage when the 
society becomes 'modern*, it is expected that technology 
transfer takes place and cppmrtunities for scientific 
innovations are opened. This is the stage at which massive 
technolf^ry and new methods of pr<x!uction are transferred fr<m 
developed to developing countries. In the mid-1960s and 
shortly after the dam was coxwtructed, new techniques of 
farming, farm tools, tractors, fertilizers, insecticides as 
%rell as high-yielding seeds were intr«Su^»d into the Volta 
basin. There were two main problem. Firstly, the farmers were

” Graham R., 1984. op.cit pl35.
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not familiar with tha new tachnologias; awamdly, the 
extension officers who were sent to the field to help farmers 
use these new techniques were not only few but inexf^rienood. 
In conewpience, there were cases of the mass misuse of 
chemicals and fertilizers as well as deaths from inappropriate 
use of toxic insecticides. Many farmers suffered from poor 
harvests and the decline of agricultural production, thus 
iiœreasing their poverty.

Farmers were also instructed to adopt what was called 
'plantation farming* instead of 'mixed-crop farming'. The VRA 
assigned farmers to the cultivation of cropa such as tobacco, 
cotton and other tree crops according to the government's 
agriculture-led national development plan, others were 
encouraged to raise poultry and pigs to supplement the 
national protein requirement. A major set-back to this 
initiative was the fact that most of the farmers had too 
little land to establish any economically viable plantations. 
The lack of adequate land was a result of the face that out oi 
the estimated 54,000 acres of land to be cleared before the 
arrival of resettlers, only 15,000 acres had been cioared. 
Meanwhile by way of comparison, the flooded area had contained 
approximately 128,000 acres of agricultural land. This 
situation resulted in a lot of frustration for the far^rs, 
more so kwcause they wuld not practice their traditional 
skills or even grow enough food for their families. The 
problem was aggravated by the requirement that mechanised
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equipment, which was provided and controlled by the VRA, could 
only be u s W  by co-operative farms and not by individual 
farmers. % i s  was a source of major concern to many hard
working farmers who had depended on their own skills and the 
labour of their families for so long.

According to modernization theory, modem institutions 
can only function if there are adequate skilled persont^l to 
formulate and implement the various programmes. In the case of 
the Volta basin project, extension personnel were not only 
inadequate but also inexperienced even in the Eœthods oj 
farming they were supjjosed to teach the local farmers. As a 
result, factors such as inappropriate as well as excess use t>! 
fertilizers created produce loses rather that increases. Since 
most farmers were of the opinion that the use of fertilizers 
would almost automatically yield improved harvest, not much 
attention was given to the rainfall pattern during planting. 
On the contrary it was discovered that some fertilizers gave 
better results with more rainfall than would have been 
required without their use. Many farmers were disappointed by 
the results of using fertilizer and subsequently refused to 
use them.

With the inundation of the Lake, traditional routes 
linking the various commmities were disrupted. At the same 
time the CPP government's promise of easier transportation 
from Akosombo in the south to Yapel in the north by ferry had 
not materialised. It was difficult for the rural people to
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travel around either to sell or buy goods to or from other 
communities. The situation was so bad that betimen 1966 and 
1968, the United Nations Relief Agency made available 6,000 
tons of food including flour, milk, butter, maize and canned 
fish to the local people. By 1970, it became clear that even 
massive food aid could not solve the problem of hunger in the 
river basin.

4 . 3 .

The object of modernization has been unlimited economic 
growth and therefore, not much attention has been given to the 
effects of natural resource-exploitation on the environment. 
The effects of man's activities on the environment has been 
the main concern of ‘ecodevelopment' theory. Although the 
possible effects of the dam's construction on the environment 
was envisaged and sj^lt out in the 1956 report, the agreement 
which was signed by the CPP goveirment and Kaiser Er^ineering 
and contractors Ltd. excluded clauses which would have made 
the company responsible for environmental protection of the 
dam's catchment area. Inundation by the lake has led to 
serious environmental problesæ in the Volta basin some of 
which have been noted earlier. For instance incxoases in the 
incidence malaria, river blindness and bilharzia are cases in
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point. Canley*® maintains that by the mid-1970s the upper 
reaches of the Volta river had the highest infect ivity rate of 
schistosomiasis in the world. Diseases such as trypano
somiasis, diarrhoea, pneumonia, yaws and kwashiorkor were also 
recorded to have increased in the river basin.

There has also been floral and faunal changes in the
river basin as a result of the project. Tlie creation of the
das has increased some fish stocks in the lake ami many 
fishermen have established cottages along the lake to exploit 
its fish resources although; however, that this has not
happened without costs. Assibi®’ reveals that a prosperous 
clam industry which existed in the lower lake region before 
the construction of the dam has been eliminated by the
project. Edible molluscs, the trapping of which was a diet.*; y 
staple and income earner for most basin dwellers was replaced 
by snails which played host to the transmission oI 
schistosomiasis. Obeng®* reported a reduction of certain tish 
populations including that of the momyrid which had been 
abundant in the Black Volta and the main Volta river; she also 
reported a reduction in the citharinidae, as well as some 
synWotis species, other species like the characid (A1 estes

Ganley J,, Volta River Project, Impact on Public Health.
1984

Assibi O., op.cit., pl31.
“  Obeng L., Keynote Paper Ho. 1. tmither Freshwater Biota?,

1968
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nurse) migrated north in order to survive, ^lle the ctenopoaa 
species disappeared from the south. As McConnel 1-Love puts it 
«Dams are an impediment to fish migration and a nuisance to 
other fauna, often upsetting the whole balance of populations 
above them - unless special facilities are created for them 
as, for example, passages for fishes"®. If this trend 
continues, fish stocks in the Volta river itself will be 
reduced as a result of further extinction or migration.

4.4. DXSTRISOnOH OF AGSXCULTÜShL XNFUFS

Modernisation theorists do not address the issues of 
equality and distribution of either inputs or the benefits of 
development. When the government of Ghana decided to remove 
subsidies from farm inputs, including fertilizers, only rich 
farmers who had ties to powerful members of government or with 
elite groups in urban areas could afford to buy inputs. These 
rich farmers began to offer tractor services for fees in some 
villages in the basin and the {X>or were deprived of the use of 
such equipment.

The principle of modernization only promises an 
increasing standard of living along 'Western* lines. 
Htxiemization in the western sense ea^dtasises personal 
consumption and individualism. On the contrary, most of the

® See McConnell - Lowe R., "Reservoirs in relation to Man- 
made lakes - Fisheries", in Man-made Lakes, their Problems and 
Envirommntal Effects. 1973, p641-655.
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societies and tribes in Ghana, a M  indeed in the Volta basin 
are Itosed on strong communal affiliations. The assumption that 
modernization would influence the attitudes of individuals, 
help increase savings and investments as well as make people 
see themselves differently was flawed.

4 . 5 .  L K K  OP LCXaU, PM tPICl»TX O H

The need for involving local people in the procous of 
development will be discussed later in this chapter in 
relation to rural development. We will demonstrate that the 
consequences of the Volta Basin Project would have been 
different with effective local participation. rmrning 
maintains that "True development puts first those whom society 
puts last. For development to help the poor, it must put them 
first not only as intended beneficiaries, but also as active 
participants, advisers and leaders. True development door, not 
sia^ly provide for the needy, it enables them to provide for 
themselves"^. This philosophy was lacking during the 
implementation of the Volta Basin Project.

The VRA, the main government agency responsible for 
resettlement and rural development, designed its projects in 
pursuant» of the government’s national development plan to the

* Duming A-, "Ihe Third World Fights Back: f%t^le Overcome 
Poverty and Pollution", in The Progressive. July 1990. p25
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exclusion of local input and involvamant. Howevar, the local 
people were capable and wcmld have offered basic help in 
identifying what their real needs ami priorities were during 
the plannimj and implementation of the resettlwent plan. 
Since this was not done, the type of houses which the VRA 
chose to build for resettlers turned out to be too warm and 
inadequate for the needs of the people. It must be noted that 
each housing unit was made up of a single bedroom, a living 
rixjm and space for future expansion to be built at the 
occupants' own cost. Since the houses were allocated on house- 
to-house basis instead of on household basis, large families 
had no choice but to be overcrowded. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that by 1970, five years after the move, only
25,000 out of approximately 64,000 who were actually 
resettled, remained in the resettlement villages. You will 
recall that farmers were assigned crops to cultivate and were 
not allowed to practice their traditional skills or offer any 
advice which was not considered 'rnWem'. These and other 
factors contributed to the failure of the entire resettlement 
plan and left the rural people worse off than before they were 
moved - a contradiction to the promise made by Kwame Hkrumah 
in 1965.

The CPP government was of the opinion that Bmdemisation 
wmild be achieved with the ImplsMhtation of progras^s such 
as the provision of adequate housiim for the affected people, 
land allocatifflf and the availability of cleared laW. % e  VRA
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^rfonsftd Its nandated function in accordance with the 
goverrorant economic development plan and there wan no 
provision for participation by the local people. The people 
were denied the opportunity to contribute to decisions which 
were made, and were not consulted to help adopt realistic 
techniques. As a result, the land clearing targets were not 
met, the houses which were provided w r e  not suitable for most 
of the resettlers, and the programme suffered major setbacks.

This was clearly evident when the government handed over 
the provision of services to the respective ministries. At 
such a critical period in the implementation ot the 
resettlement scheme, effective institutional support was 
withdrawn, leading to further problems for the rural poor. 
'Mie wisdom of the local people was discounted r, d was 
considered to be an obstruction to development.

In fact it is our strong belief that many of the problems 
confronting the rural people in the Volta basin today could 
have k^en avoided if they had been involved at the various 
stages of the rural development process. Given all the 
conditions and factors appropriate for implementing a rural 
development plan, not much can be achieved without giving 
adequate attention to the culture of the local people, and 
above all creating the opportunities for their involvement.
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4.*.* TES CMS FOR SE UUt»L CS9SL0SMSE?

paulo Freire^, a Brazilian educationist and 
philosopher, argued that sectarianism in any form constituted 
an obstacle to the emancipation of human beings. In Freire's 
context, sectarianism is the narrow minded way in whicdi 
theoreticians and practitioners in develojmBent put their 
beliefs or interests before the interest of the majority of 
people in society. Freire holds the view that in many cases, 
theoreticians do not perceive the reality of the poor. Even 
when they do, the tendency to misinterpret this reality is 
common.

Freire points out that, the desire to be human has always 
been of concern to mankind because people do not want to be 
dehumanized. Both humanization and dehumanization therefore 
are possibilities for human beings and could be considered 
alternatives. He argues that if dehumanization is considered 
the result of historical factors alone then the struggle for 
humanization, emancipation, overcoming alienation and 
improving living conditions of the poor would be twanlngless. 
The ho|^ for in^roved living standards - development, is 
therefore premised on the fact that poverty is not a given. 
Although poverty may be related to historical ciroiastanc^, 
it is the result of a combination of unjust factors usually 
ingïosed on the poor by theoreticians, policy makers arxi

* See Freire P., EWagogy gg tit»..QBgrTggg^« 19?0
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the State. These factors tend to engender poverty 
and related «Militions among segments of the society.

%velopment mcKleis and theories lead the poor to 
Internalise their situation and reduce themselves to 
fatalistic {Mïsitions. They soon begin to feci that there is 
nothing that could be done to help then or that they could do 
to help thffifiselves. Poor people then become inhibited N'causc, 
although they are avare of their reality, they find it 
difficult to take risks and the c^^rtunities for concerted 
action are never present. After all, who is better prepared 
than the poor to understand their reality and to participate 
in their own development? Wio can better understand the 
effects of the poverty which confront the rural people than 
themselves? Yet they fear that taking risks may cause lonson 
in production, harvests, or even lure them into further 
subordination. How then can the poor, with a varied range of 
priorities and differences, participate in improving their own 
conditions of life? Much as there are no easy or straight
forward answers to these questions, a few suggestions are 
outlined to support a case for participation in development.

First, since the poor, as a result of their living 
conditions easily drift into a fatalistic situation thereby 
losing their self-respect and confidence, efforts should be 
made to enable them to regain these virtues in order to bring 
thmgselves to the understanding that their circumstances could 
be alt«ed for the better. It is l^wrtant that such people
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who have hardly been consulted during the planning and 
implementation of development projects in the past be involv«l 
at every stage of the process - planning, implementation and 
evaluation.

Second, the |K7or want to be heard and therefore there 
emerges a sense of belongingness and responsibility idien they 
are made to feel that their contributions count in the overall 
develt^ent effort. People want to be treat et’ fairly, and 
generally do not want to be humiliated by the fact that they 
are persistently vulnerable. Efforts should be made to ensure 
that the poor receive fair prices for their produce on which 
their lives are so necessarily dependent. Dial<^ue is crucial 
in dealing with the poor and mostly illiterate rural people. 
Instead of researchers and policy makers imposing their plans 
and development programmes on the rural communities, efforts 
must be made to utilise the enormous traditional knowledge 
which rural people possess if any rural development programmes 
are sincerely meant to benefit them.

Chambers has succinctly analyzed why rural poverty is not 
understood by researchers and development workers. He writes 
"Outsiders are people concerned with rural develop^nt who are 
themselves neither rural nor poor. Hany axs headquarters aiwl 
field staff, ... researchers, aid agency personnel, bankers, 
businessmen, consultants ... and other professionals. 
Outsiders under-perceive rural poverty". He contiimes, "most 
urban based outsiders have not experienced poverty at least in
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the way that the rural poor do and therefore they are 1 Itnited 
in their perception. For most urban-based outsiders, brici and 
hurried visits to rural areas only constitute rural 
development tourism’*®*’.

As Chambers points out, it is both dangerous and myopic 
for reseanAers to concern themselves with few explanations of 
poverty and to ignore others. It is in the light of this that 
he adv^ates 'pluralism* in rural development. in order words, 
there is the need to adopt a broader approach in identifying 
the causes of rural poverty giving equal attention to 
academic, practical and cultural issues. It is inqjortant that 
development practitioners recognise the effect of culture an 
a group of people or society. Unless the elements of a 
society’s culture are understood, it would be difficult it not 
impossible to find lasting and genuine solutions to rural 
poverty and underdevelopment.

4.6.1 «SAT IS nUmCIPATIOS

The idea of participation, like development has been 
defined in different ways. As a result, the term has in many 
cases b ^ n  misconstrued with others such as ’mobilization’, 
'decentralization' or even 'daRocracy’.

'K^ilization' has to do with organising people to 
undertake social and economic projects which are usually

Chambers R., op,cit., p2
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designed from the headquarters of State and other institutions 
responsible for develofHsent. participation in this sense, 
constitutes contributions of labour, materials and in some 
cases money by the poor for projects*^. Since most of these 
projects are infrastructural in nature, they are assumed to be 
of benefit to the poor in society. In reality, however, the 
benefits from such projects de^nd on factors such as patterns 
of ownership, the distribution of political power within the 
society and the nature of the project. Invariably, 
participation bectmes the free provision of labour and other 
inputs by the poor to either build structures or Implement 
programmes from which they derive little or no benefit.

Participation has also been used interchangeably with 
'decentralisation*. Excentra1isation involves the transfer of 
resources and decision-making on some development projects to 
lover level administrative units of the State apparatus in 
villages or districts. Although such units could facilitate 
local-level decisions on the choices, design and 
implementation of projects, meaningful participation by the 
people is usually lost to appointed or even elected officials. 
The dynamics of political and economic power at local/village 
level almost always enable the affluent in society to benefit 
more from development tdsile the poor retnin helplwe.

^ see generally Ĉ ppong C and A3mi K., Seven %)les of Women: 
Impact of education, migration and employment on Ghanaian mothers. 
I W  1987. Also Molyimaux N., 'Ifobilisation Without emancipation? 
Women's Interest, the State and {Solution in Nicaragua*, in

11(2), P226-254.
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The power of the vote is also considered as 
participation* Deaocracy is part of the complex process of 
participation but in many countries where voting is by cither 
adult male suffrage or skin colour* a vast portion of the 
pf^ulation is left out of decision-making. Even in cases where 
voting is by universal adult suffrage, very few people have an 
influence on decisions made. This is because decisions are 
made by electW or appointed officials who represent various 
interest groups and classes within the society.

In the real sense, then participation has to Uo with 
empowering the deprived people in society*®. It implier. 
strengthening the ability and influence of the poor on 
decisions within the society. Participation means, not iunt 
including or mobilizing, but involving the poor in every stage 
of the development project cycle - planning, isj-iejnentation 
and evaluation. ‘Hiis kind of empowerment would make it easier 
and to mobilise the peoples' effective and concerted efforts 
and strei^th aimed at achieving their development objectives. 
It would also, h<^efully, enhance their technical skills, 
planning and managerial competence and analytical aivd 
reflective abilities. Participation that leads to empowerment 
%Aich consistent with the notion of development as .*

®  See generally. Gran G., Development bv f̂ BOPlei cltiAefl 
Construction of a Just World. Praeger, New York, 1983. Also Oakley
P. and Marsden D., Approaches to Participation in— Rujral
l^eloPBwnt, ILO, Geneva, 1984.
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fulfilment of human potential and capabilities®. îîwre is 
abundant evidence that participatory forms of development 
strategies have been successful in Nepal, Jamaica, India, Sri 
Lanka and the Philippines, to mention a few^.

Participation in development has become an important 
concern of both national and international development 
agencies. The basants Oiarter of the PAO states 
■Participation by the people in the institutions and systems 
which govern their lives is a basic human right and also 
essential for re-alignment of political power in favour of 
disadvantaged groups and for social and economic development. 
Rural development strategies can realise their full potential 
only through motivation, active involvement at the grassroots 
level ... in conceptualising and designing policies and 
programmes ... and evaluating them*’'.

It is becoming increasingly evident that the poor have 
not participated in sharing the benefits of development 
projects in the past. The need for participation is not only 
a matter of rejecting authoritarian and paternalistic 
development strategies or even for considerations of basic 
human rights but as a means of drawing attention to the *real*

®  Wilber C, a*W Jameson K., 1975 op.cit..

See generally, Gbai D., op.cit., Chambers R., The Working 
Women*s Forum; A Counter-Culture bv Poor Worl»rs. Institute of 
hevelc'ment Studies, Brighton, 1985.

^ FAO Peasants* Charter, 1981. op.cit.,
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needs of the people and finding solutions through elf- 
rsliance and 8»ss involvement. Cohen and Uphoff’*, maintain 
that participation of the rural poor in their own development 
has been a key factor in the success of projects in many 
underdeveloped countries.

Participation is an important part of human growth and 
leads to self-confidence, pride in people's own efforts, 
initiative, creativity, responsibility, cooperation and 
liberation from oppression^, without these virtues, efforts 
to alleviate poverty would have little or no impact. Yet the 
process by which people learn to identify and solve their own 
prt^lems is the essence of development.

Finally, the rural people in the Volta basin continue to 
face enormous problems as a result of a vicious cycle or 
poverty. Until researchers in the area adopt participatory 
forms of enquiry, project design and implementation, eitorts 
to help would not yield any meaningful results. He would 
proceed to consider the importance of culture in the design of 
rural projects.

^  see Cohen K. ami Uphoff N,, Rural Development Participation: 
Concepts and Measures for Project Design.__
Evaluation. Monograph series (2), RID Committee, Cornell 
University, 1977. Also famme O,, Rural Transformation thrmigh 
River Basin Development. A Case Study of the Upper Benue River 
Basin Devel^] ent Moject (U^SDP), in Poverty and Rural 
PevelomBeat. Puttaswasaiah K., (ed), 1990. p293-306

^  See Burkey S., t^.cit., 1993.
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4 . 7 .  CUX.«Jm. 8EM9ITI9ITT m  JmOS* M V RA M œ R

Culture has been defined in different ways by 
anthropologists, archaeologists as well as sociologists. One 
such definition is that it consists of language, customs, 
institutions, law, knowledge and other human attributes. These 
attributes may be unique and therefore distinguishes one group 
of people from others^. Culture may also be said to 
constitute learned behavioural patterns which are acquired 
during the early ages of childhood. These behaviours are not 
hereditary but rather acquired through imitation, hearing and 
seeii^ what goes on in the day to day life of the community or 
family.

Anthropologists believe that learned behaviours are 
passed on from generation to generation by non-hereditary 
means. Culture in the anthropological sense, therefore, 
constitutes the way of life of a group of people. This 
includes their music, methods of farming, houses, festivals, 
means of exchange and anything which portrays how a particular 
group of people live and tdiat they do as a ccunmunity. *niese 
elements of culture may vary from place to place but no 
society has a culture superior to that of another. Culture 
also reflects how a grcmp of ^ople adapt to or ov#rc«M the 
peculiar corwiiticms within fdiich they live. The Gas î io live

^ mwstchi I., Ihiral l^elofment ami the Developing Countries. 
An .nterdiscipliasrv Introductory Approa<^. 1986. p335.
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A lo n g the coast in South-eastern Ghana, for instance, eat 
kenkey^ and fish as their main diet. This is partly due to 
the fact that the h c c r o plains where they live has a savannah 
grasslaiul type of vegetation and the main crop grown in the 
area is com. Since they live aloi^ the coast, the Gas (both 
men and women) are mainly fisherfolk. This is why kenkey and 
fish is the commonest type of food in the area ai^ therefore, 
it has become the main diet of the people.

In studying rural development, knowledge of the society's 
culture either as tribes, clans or as a rural community in a 
village becomes vital. This knowledge would help to determine 
which policies and progranmtes would be successful and more 
imgwrtantly, acceptable to the society if implemented. A good 
knowledge of the culture of the society being studied would 
also help to prioritise the development needs of the 
community. One characteristic of culture is that is has norms 
or standards which are set by the people who share that 
culture. These norms determine what is good or bad, right and 
wrong and spells out acceptable behaviours and values within 
the community.

The tendency for researchers to perceive other cultures 
trx m  the point of view of their own cultural biases i»kes most 
develc^ssent workers vulnerable of ethnocentrisa. This is why 
it is necessary to involve the local pe^le in the process of

^ "K^tkey" is prepared from fermented corn-doogh* it is 
usually eaten with rW-hot pepp& r and fried or smoked fish.
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development so that they would help find culturally acceptable 
solutions to problems which confront tlm community. Ihe time- 
period between project planning and implementation is usually 
short and resources are almost always limited. A proves whidi 
would involve the local pe^le, therefore^ would have the 
potential of providing a cheaper, faster and more appropriate 
alternative to the development needs and priorities of the 
poor in the long run. Without participation by local people, 
development projects might not fully benefit the poor in 
society and might be ineffective in eliminating poverty. Even 
more discouraging is the fact that where the causes of poverty 
are not addressed proj»rly they become more permanent in the 
form of a vicious cycle. Figure 3 below illustrates the 
vicious circle of poverty. When people are malnourished their 
chances to remain in good health are reduced. In consequence, 
their productive capacity is also reduced and resulting in low 
production of output. A low level of pr*xluction means that 
their earning capacity declines and monthly as well as annual 
income remains low. Assuming that the taxation system within 
the society is fair, the total amount of moiœy ^llectW in 
the form of taxes by the agency involved falls. If earnings b y  

government remain low, it becomes difficult for the health 
ministry to provide reipiirW infrastructure for healthcare 
delivery. In the absence of such facilities, diswses and 
malnutrition continue to plague society and the cycle 
continues.
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poof health

Source: Burkey S. op.cit., 1993. pl3
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It is mir vimr that partici^tory forms of rossareh and
development which allow full involvommnt of the rural poor as 
local beneficiaries would help identify their real needs and 
would help provide solutions act^rding to the priorities spelt 
out by the people themseli^s, Throu^out this chapter, we have 
pointed out the Inherent problems with the modernization 
approach to develojBsent in the Volta river basin atul show»: 
%Ay the Initiative did not yield expected results. We have 
also argued the case for participation by the beneficiaries of 
change in the process.

Finally, this chapter has also shown that understanding 
the culture of the people for whose benefit projects are 
designed Is an imfxirtant factor for the success of any 
development project.
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C T H v m  »

O^^X^BXOSH MfD BSC^im&BTIOBB

Hiroughout this study, we have dealt with various issues 
regarding technology transfer and its impact on rural 
development. Using the case study of the Volta River Project, 
we have demonstrated that the transfer of skills, ^thods of 
production and e^iipment (which together, we prefer to call 
technoIt^}, alone will not meet expected objectives, no 
matter how well meaning planners and development workers sight 
be.

In Chapter one, ve described the strategy underlying the 
construction of dam projects in many countries including 
Ghana. The literature available to ur was overwhelmingly 
supportive of the argument that the modernization approach to 
development had been the guidli^ principle in this regard. 
Although odier schools of thought such as Depen-dency and 
Ec%levelopment have emerged as a challenge to HcHjcrnizaticn, 
planners in many countries continue to view dam projects as a 
pivot for economic growth and development. We then î roceetkd 
with a discussion about the meaning of 'technology' as has 
been ueed ^  many writers, we pointed out that 'technology' 
not only refers to machines and equi^œnt but includes methods 
ami skills which enable iixiividuals, groups and fwcieties to 
achieve various ends. The impact of techniques and methods
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such as irrigation, plantation agriculture, tiM use of 
fertiliser and ferry transport, among others, in transforming 
the lives of the rural comnunities in the Volta river basin 
was the focus of this study. These technigues which iMcame 
necessary after the construction of the Volta dam %mra 
expected to facilitate a transition from traditional ways of 
life to in^roved living conditicms in the river basin. He have 
argued in Chapter two that the poor results of development 
projects stems from the fact that planners usually adopted 
either inappropriate technology or a wrong cou^lnation of 
available technology. Terms such as Rural Development and 
Integrated Rural Development as well as some causes of rural 
poverty were also discussW in some detail.

Various aspects of the Volta River Project - politics, 
funding, as well as some of the consequences of the project 
wore reviewed. It was necessary to deal with those factors in 
order to show that, an effective c<^ibinrtlon of physical 
technology (embodied in machines and e^if^snt), as well as 
social techiKil^y (embodied in human skills and exfwrtise, 
infrastructure, local as well as state political aiKl 
institutional support), are required for the suc^ssful 
implementation of any development project.

Chapter four provided further discussion abt^t the 
effects of the Volta basin project. It provided support to our 
thesis by pointing out the inherent prcbl^w in t>» 
B»demiration approach to develt^e»nt which was adopted in tl»
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Volta river basin, and $Alch rendered the project a failure. 
These problem included inadequate infrastructure, skilled 
personnel and logistics (which could have ensured a successful 
transition) poor environmenta1 protection and management, to 
a»ntion a few. The iiqwrtance of cultural sensitivity and 
participation by local people in projects which are intended 
to benefit th«a, was reiteratW. 1^ tying mir theoretical 
analysis into the actual situation in the river basin, we 
sought to prove the case that the rural people who live in the 
Volta river basin are confronted with diseases, malnutrition, 
inadequate housing, and poverty as a result of the application 
of the 'modernization* approach to the development of the 
river basin. Wnat follows below is devoted to conclusions 
arising from the study.

First, we must emphasise that technology transfer has 
becoBm a common phenomenon as a result of increasing 
interdependence in the global political economy. In some 
cases, the importation of technol^y by developing countries 
from developed countries has provided an opportunity for 
development and economic growth without 're-inventing the 
wheel*. The caution, though, is that such transfer must always 
be preened with careful research to determine how appropriate 
a W  a^iicable sudi technology is to the conditiws prevailing 
in the adopting country. 19iis is netæssary because 
incœapatible wmbinatiens of imported technology with local 
comiitions could yield devastating consequences as in the case
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o t the Volte River Project.
Second, ' d#vel<H?R*Mt * mist be people-oriented end 

therefore, efforts must be made to assess the long-term 
effects of develc^sent projects to ensure that the benefits to 
be derived from such initiatives would be long lestii^, giving 
adequate attention to its effects on the local environ^nt.

Finally, it is our firm conviction that the ^nsequen^s 
of the Volta Basin Project would have been different if 
planners had given enough attention to the culture of the 
local people and involved them in the planning, implementation 
and periodic evaluation of the project especially in issues 
relating to resettlement. Unfortunately, these vital 
cmiponents of the process were Ignored. It is in the context 
of these conclusions that the following suggestions are made. 
It is our hope that these suggestions if followml by the 
Government of Ghana, will at least to set the stage in dealing 
with the current predicas^nt of the rural {^ople who live in 
the Volta basin.

We propose that an independent Project Monitoring Unit be 
set up to work with the Volta River Authority in researching 
the effects of the Volta River project on the rural 
coasDunities ^  to the present day. The unit which must as a 
matter of necessity have local r^sesentation will go a long 
way to help identify the specific probles» whid) confiât the 
local pe^le. At that ^int, the govemMnt shcmld arrat^ to 
provide financial and institutional s$^x»rt for dealing with
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pr^lMS to the prioritiee set by the local
pe^le.

Government official# should explore the possibility of 
re-negotiatlM assets ot the agreei^nt with VKLCO t o  the 
extent that the company will share the responsibility of 
dealing with tht socio-ttconomis consequences of their 
(^ration*. Given that the company has had an unfair deal in 
place since lees, this will not he too much for the government 
and people of Ghaita to demand.

As regards to furtlwr reset.rch, it would be revealing to 
conduct research on various project agreements involving 
multinational and transnational coc^nies in order to fully 
canpreheM the aspects of such agreements which relieve them 
of the burden of contr ibuting to the social and environmental 
effects of mega-projects, Usually, such lenient agreements are 
made to attract foreign investment in order to foster economic 
growth. Unfortunately, the case of the Volta River Project has 
demonstrated that this does rot always happen. This could be 
part of a full-scale investigation in many other areas 
regarding foreign Investi^rtt in Ghana. Hopefully, planners 
would begin to notice where such Investments are fwt viable 
either socially or economically. Adequate Knowledge in this 
axes will pit Oiamian planoe» in a Wtter negotiating 
rapacity for future projects. Certainly, the prWilera 
ranfrouting W*e rural pe^le in t W  Volta river basin era 
grave aixi requira immediate attention. This study is a
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contribution to their emtsc end it ie hoped tïHit their plight 
will be ^udgmd with liberty and justice in the near future.
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